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Poly Royal, beer
won’t mix in ’90
Brew distributors,
city agree not to
push party image
By Jason Foster
staff Writer

There will be no connection be
tween beer and Poly Royal this
year. At least in terms of adver
tising.
The area beer distributors,
after meeting with the Chamber
of Commerce and city officials
last fall, all agreed not to in
crease the amount of their
advertising or mention Cal Poly
or Poly Royal in their ads during
this year’s Poly Royal, said
Budweiser College Representat
ive Jim Powell on Tuesday.
“ We’re going to stay away
from promoting it as ‘Party
Royal’ this year,’’ Powell said.
“ The city told us they don’t want
to have what happened last year
happen this year.’’
Last year, fliers advertising
beer with messages of “ Welcome
to Party Royal’’ and other
slogans connecting alcohol to Po
ly Royal were common. Police
were kept constantly
busy

O b i s p o

breaking up large parties, the
m o st
n o ta b le
of
w hich
firefighters were pelted by partiers throwing rocks and bottles
at the Cedar Creek Apartments.
“ The city requested the
change, and we’re going to do
it,’’ Powell said. “ We want to
work with the city and not make
a hassle.’’
San Luis Obispo Police Chief
Jim Gardiner said that the city
and the Chamber of Commerce
have established the liaison with
the beer distributors in order to
help the Poly Royal Executive
Board “ get the emphasis back on
Poly Royal, not on Party Royal.”
“ We didn’t want Poly Royal
attached to alcohol sales,” he
said.
Scott Hublou, superintendent
of the Poly Royal Executive
Board, said Tuesday that all
parties are working in a positive
manner toward making adjust
ments this year.
“ No one’s putting pressure on
anyone. Everyone’s trying to
work together,” said Hublou.
“ The beer companies have been
very cooperative,” said Gardiner.
“ They are understanding of our
concerns and are supportive of
having a good event.”
Sec POLY ROYAL, page 6

Graduation split
President Baker to speak at ceremonies
By Laura Fleischer
Opinion Editor

Graduating seniors who don
their caps and gowns for spr
ing commencement this June
can expect some changes from
years past, according to a pro
posal approved by President
Warren J. Baker’s staff this
week.
Following the pattern of
December’s commencement, in
which Cal Poly held two cere
monies for the first time, stu
dents will be split into two
groups for commencement ex
ercises at the
M ustang
Stadium on June 16.
Those graduating from the
schools of Architecture and
E n v iro n m e n ta l
D e sig n ,
Business, Liberal Arts and
P ro fe ssio n a l Studies and
Education will attend com
mencement exercises at 9 a.m.
A second ceremony will be held
at 4 p.m. for students in the
s c h o o ls o f A g r ic u ltu r e ,
Engineering and Science and
Mathematics.
“ The feedback we received
from the December com
mencement being split was ex-

tremely positive,” said Hazel
J. Scott, vice president for
student affairs.
She also consulted ASl,
Student
Affairs,
Chicano
Commencement, Acadmenic
Senate (the faculty governme
nt) and other administrators
about the new proposal.
The reason for the split
commencement is to allow
graduates 10 guest tickets, as
opposed to the usual five, she

The new
arrangement will
allow graduates
10 guest tickets,
as opposed to
five before.
said — in order to give stu
dents the option of inviting
more guests and to deter ticket
scalping and counterfeit tick
ets that often occurred in
previous years.
“ Having more tickets was an
important consideration in
making this decision,” Scott
See COMMENCEMENT, page 6

Warran J. Bakar

Lopez’s water level
won’t close down lake

W a lk in g ta c o ...

By Kalhy Kenney
Staff Wrilar

OAaaiU IMNOMiMMangDally
Taeoa Acapuloo ownar Albart Hamandai
Ma aaoond raataurant Friday on FoolMH
Boulavard. Llnaa oftan ara aaan around lha oomar at tlia original Broad Straat location.
taaatory.pagaS.

A playwright,
or an actor?
Reporter Patty Hayes
says she w ould rather
take a president with
substance rather than
one w ith style.

As spring approaches, the
drought threatens to put a
damper on some water sports.
But windsurfers, waterskiers and
sailors, take heart, because Lake
Lopez might be down, but it’s
not out.
Lack of rainfall will not keep
the lake and its facilities from
full operation, said Don Millen, a
park ranger, but “ it has affected
us quite significantly.”
L ocated east o f A rroyo
Grande, the lake is not only used
by weekend campers, but serves
as a popular recreational spot for
locals and several Cal Poly sport
clubs and classes.
G lenn P rid d y , a county
engineer, said the lake’s eleva
tion has dropped 10 feel since
this time last year. The lake has

Drop in
anytime...
"The Visit,"
presented by the theatre
and dance departm ent,
prem iers tonight in the
Cal Poly Theatre.

reached its lowest level in a 20ycar history, he said, but it is in
better shape than any other lake
in the county.
Rangers hope this will not at
tract more people than usual to
Lopez because there already is an
overcrowding problem.
Anne Gunnarson, the Cal Poly
sailing club president, said the
lake is dangerous because there
are too many people in too small
of an area. When the club’s 1990
season starts in spring, they will
go to Laguna Lake as an alter
native.
Those inconveniences, Millen
said, are a result of lost surface
acreage as w ater
volum e
decreases. There is not only less
room to ski and sail, he added,
but people will have to be
especially careful of submerged
objects.
See LOPEZ, page 7

Oh, no!
Not again!
A 5.5 earthquake
rum bled through Los
Angeles W ednesday
afternoon. No injuries
w ere reported.
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Second O p in io n
Schools need more Escalantes
If, at age 59, super teacher Jaime Escalante decides he wants
to do something else after 16 years of helping students master
calculus, he is certainly entitled to move on and challenge himself
anew. But his expressed frustration with education bureaucracy
should be alarming to anyone who wants public schools to attract
and retain excellent instructors.
Escalante has received national attention — from President
Bush to Hollywood, which made his work the subject of a popu
lar film, “ Stand and Deliver." His dedication and tenacity led
East Los Angeles' Garfield High to the top in national calculus
exams. But Escalante is not the only star in the public school
system. He represents hundreds of lesser stars but equal talents
who feel constrained by bureaucratic rules that seem aimed at
elevating form over content.
If a nationally-recognized teacher like Escalante “ is frustrated
with the school district, imagine what other teachers are feeling,"
said a teachers’ union spokeswoman. The union and school
district Superintendent Leonard Britton, who has expressed
dismay that Escalante plans to resign, must work together to
devise additional ways to allow teachers more say, more flexibili
ty — and more rewards for superior work.
Escalante declares, “ I have the energy of a volcano, the preci
sion of the best calculator and the memory of an elephant!"
Sounds as if that’s precisely what public education needs.
— Excerpted from the Los Angeles Times, Feb. 23.

LETTERS POLICY
Letters to the editor should be no longer than 300 words and in
clude the author’s name, address, phone number and major/title.
Submit letters to Room 226 of the Graphic Arts building. They
may be edited for length, clarity or factual content.

U.S. losing touch with its roots
“ 1don’t remember."
Former
President
Ronald
Reagan said those words, or their
equivalents, 124 times last week
in his eight-hour testimony on
the Iran-Contra affair.
124 times. That’s an average of
15.5 times per hour. OK, so the
former president was a busy man
and can’t remember every detail
of his eight years in office.
Granted, but 124 times?
When Reagan was asked about
Gen. John W. Vessey, he did not
remember him. He said the name
sounded familiar, but he could
not recall any more than that. But Vessey was
chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff — the United
States’ top military officer — and was appointed
by Reagan himself. It seems incomprehensible that
the former president could simply forget such a
prominent figure.
It’s as if Reagan’s presidency was just another
film role for the former actor, and now that the
credits have rolled, the script has been forgotten.
Reagan is not the only one who has “ forgotten”
a few things lately. Congress was reminded last
week that it, too, has a script to follow — the
Constitution.
New Czechoslovakian President Vaclav Havel
spoke to a joint session of Congress last Wednes
day. The dissident-turned-leader, who has come in
to power following the ousting of the communist
regime, described his country’s “ road to
democracy."
He pleaded for U.S. support of the changing
Soviets on the path “ toward genuine pluralism."
Havel, the first of the new non-communist
leaders to visit Washington, said that his country’s
suffering has given them a special outlook on
democracy. He has been imprisoned three times for
opposing the former pro-Soviet regime.
“ A person who cannot move and live a somewhat
normal life because he is pinned under a boulder
has more time to think about his hopes than
someone who is not trapped," Havel said.
We, in the United States, have been spoiled by
our freedoms. We have taken for granted, and of
ten forgotten our roots. Havel’s words were a
reminder to Congress of what our country was
founded upon.
During Havel’s speech, he received several ova

tions from the members of Con
gress. The words he spoke should
have sounded familiar. His
speech was reminiscent of the
writings of Thomas Jefferson
and the speeches of Abraham
Lincoln.
Havel praised both Jefferson
and Lincoln’s words for “ the fact
that the author backed it up with
his life. It was not just his words,
it was his deeds as well."
Most modern American presi
dents do not write their own
words; therefore, they often
speak and act as others advise
them to and not necessarily as their consciences
tell them.
Havel, on the other hand, writes his speeches for
himself. He is not only a former dissident and new
leader, but also is a playwright. His philosophies
and ideas, in the form of absurdist theater, have
denounced communism. As president, his speeches
do the same. Like Lincoln and Jefferson, Havel
writes his own “ script.”
Time magazine writer William A. Henry wrote
that, as evidenced by Havel, “ Plato may have been
right: The philosopher makes the best king."
Havel believes that morality and a sense of indi
vidual responsibility are necessary for a successful
democracy. It seems so obvious, but too often we
forget that it is the very foundation of our country.
Members of Congress can lose sight of the
basics. Often, re-election, pleasing political action
committees and getting good publicity become the
main goals of our representatives.
We must remind ourselves that they are there to
serve us and to remain loyal to the “ script” that
was written so eloquently by our forefathers.
I wonder what Lincoln and Jefferson would think
of today’s presidents Reagan and Bush, armed
with a batallion of speech-writers?
I think they would sec Havel as more of an
“ American” president than either Bush or Reagan.
He is an idealist, who has strong philosophies of
his own that he uses to work toward unity and
peace. Sound familiar?
If I had to choose between an actor or a
playwright, I would opt for the playwright. At
least I would feel confident that he knew the whole
story, was well-acquainted with all the characters
and would not be likely to forget the moral.

Letters to the
Protest D.K .’s;
find another bar
Editor — Not giving free water?
Not only is the owner of D.K.’s
the most greedy man in SLO I
have had the pleasu'-e of reading
about (Feb. 28 article), but he
seems to lack the intelligence to
figure out where his water is go
ing. The amount of water served
to customers could not be more
than 1 percent of his total when
compared to the amount of water
that goes down his toilets, into

his ice and into his sinks.
This man is another bright and
shining example of the business
and landlord elite of this city
that gets a perverted ecstasy
from squeezing the students for
every last pitiful penny possible.
If this campus were not sitting
on the gentle slopes above SLO,
there would not be the money
flowing into this community to
support all those trendy stores
and bars downtown.
If Paul Ramsay can’t profit
from a 400 percent markup on
beer and liquor, maybe he should

open a business elsewhere and
students should find a new bar.
David Marlin
Mechanical Engineering

Take stance, but
don’t stereotype
Editor — I am writing to relay
my displeasure when I read the
Feb. 28 letter by Kyle Dewar to
“ Executive tyranny now a reali
ty" (by David Pclfrey). I have no
problem with Dewar taking a

stance on a subject about which
he feels so strongly.
But to tell you the truth, I am
sick and tired of hearing the
same stereotypical rhetoric he
regurgitated in the name of an
opinion. He referred to Pelfrey’s
liberalism in an ignorant fashion,
especially his crack about voting
for Dukakis at the end.
I could call him a bull-headed,
hyper-conservative, flag-waving
lamb with no more insight than
what he hears from the
Republican National Convention,
but I won’t.

Why? Because I don’t think it
is fair to all the intelligent con
servatives who are knowledgeab
le of political/social issues and
form their own opinions based
not on party policy but their ovsn
internal values.
So the next time Dewar
chooses to take a stance on some
topic, he shouldn’t call people
names. If he chooses words
carefully, he will come across in
telligently and not make enemies.
Jonathan Kaplan
Microbiology
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NRM eyes forestry
major accreciitation
Some students don’t want it added
By Shanna Phillips
sta ll Writer

Cook« at T«c<m Acapulco aaaambi« taco« and burritoa In front of a hungry
lunchtlma crowd Wadnaaday.

D A M ie u MtHOMuaung Dally

2nd Tacos Acapulco opens
Students line up fo r *authentic* burritos
By Cyndi Smith
sta ll W rittr

The u n p re te n tio u s taco
stand that opened with no
advertising, no advance notice,
no frills — and a line around
the block — opened its second
stand Friday on Foothill Boul
evard.
Tacos Acapulco has become
one of San Luis Obispo’s most
popular restaurants during the
past few months, making
hungry Cal Poly students
happy and making owner
Albert Hernandez an en
trepreneur’s dream.
Students frequent Tacos
Acapulco before school, after
school, for a study break, for
lunch, for dinner and after par
ties. As early as 10 a.m. and as
late as 2 a.m., lines have stret
ched around the outside of the
Broad Street building.
The 35-year-old Hernandez
said the success of Tacos
Acapulco is beyond his wildest
dreams and explained his prin
ciple of offering customers “ an
honest deal.’’
“ People have to eat every
day, and they are looking for
g o ^ , quality food at good
prices,’’ he said. “ 1 think they
also like the authenticity of the
place.’’
Authentic it is. Mexican
music blares from a stereo, and
the cooks, who are all from
Acapulco, sing along. Sombre
ros and scrapes line the walls.

And customers wait in line to
yell out their order to the
cooks, who prepare huge bur
ritos and tacos, chop food,
cook meats and tortillas or
simply dance around to the
music in front of them.
“ My cooks are all families
who owned restaurants in
Acapulco,” said Hernandez.
“ With the devaluation of the
peso, they can’t make a profit
down there anymore, so they
came to America, and 1 met up
with them in Santa Ana.”
Hernandez, who grew up in
Los Angeles, said everyone on
his father’s side of the family
had been involved in the food
industry. He grew up around
the business cooking, waiting
tables and busing tables.
When he was 23, Hernandez
had an idea to open a taco
stand in California like the
ones in Tijuana.
“ 1 thought it would go over
pretty well here, but 1 never
had the money,” he said.
Meanwhile, he was working
with his brothers selling im
ports from Mexico to a shop in
Nipomo. One of his brothers
came to San Luis Obispo to
look for a location for an im
port shop. He found the Broad
Street location that was to
b o u se th e
f ir s t
T acos
Acapulco.
“ My brothers wanted an im
port store, but I thought that a

taco stand was what San Luis
Obispo really needed,” said
Hernandez.”
The name Tacos Acapulco
was chosen, Hernandez said,
because Acapulco is “ an inter
national resort place that not
only Mexican people, but also
Anglos, can identify with.”
Tacos Acapulco was opened
on June 23 of last year. Her
nandez had no money for
advertising, so he stood on the
s tr e e t c o rn e r s o lic itin g
customers. Within two days,
business had doubled and it
continued to climb within the
next few weeks.
“ Within two weeks I had
more business than 1 knew
what to do with,” he said.
By September, Hernandez
knew he had to start expan
ding.
“ People kept coming up to
me with partnership offers, but
1 wanted to keep it a one-owner
place. That way, the quality
won’t go down.”
So far, the success of the
newest Tacos Acapulco on
Foothill Boulevard has been
just as great as the first one,
and Hernandez hopes expianding the menu will make it
even greater.
“ We’re adding carnitas,
menudo on weekends, lengua
(beef tongue), barbecue beef
and chickens to go,” he said.
I^ id es adding to the menu.
See ACAPULCO, page 6

The word “ accreditation”
doesn’t mean much to most stu
dents on campus. But to the
natural resources management
department, the word means a
great deal.
Since 1984, the NRM depart
ment has been trying to get
forestry accredited and added to
the department’s title. It must
meet certain standards as defin
ed by The Society of American
Forestry and the California
Board of Forestry to be labeled
“ forestry and natural resources
management.”
This decision to make forestry
part of the NRM title has spark
ed debate and controversy
among faculty and students in
the department. And wanting
the word “ forestry” in the title is
not the only problem. In order
for the department to become
forestry-accredited, it must re
quire a certain number of stu
dents to take a certain number of
forestry classes. Eight full-time
faculty must be on staff as well.
Right now, the department
doesn’t have enough students in
the forestry concentration to
become accredited. In addition,
there are only seven full-time
faculty members.
Ih e NRM department is re
quiring students from other con
centrations within that depart
ment to take a core curriculum
made up of mainly forestry
classes.
“ We’re pissed off,” said Matt
Janssen, an NRM senior with an
environmental management con
centration. “ Our major is very
important, especially nowadays,
and yet it is being pushed aside.”
Environmental management is
designed to have a broad-based
curriculum and should teach
students a variety of things, said
Jason Hanchett, a junior with an
EM concentration. The EM con
centration is different from the
environmental engineering major
because it aims to get people
from different fields together in
order to find solutions to en
vironmental problems.
“ Environmental engineering is
very specific and very technical,”
said Hanchett. “ We focus on the
management side of the en-

vironment, and we try to bring
all sides together.”
But like any program, there are
variations in philosophy. Doug
Piirto, interim NRM department
head, said that different views
are common in any department.
“ We are doing this for the
students,” said Piirto regarding
forestry accreditation. “ We are
allowing
students
increased
avenues for career development
and we are assisting them in
becoming better citizens.”
Piirto calls himself a forester
with a holistic viewpoint. He said
other areas are as important to
him as forestry. “ We can’t teach
forestry without teaching other
resources.”
There are five other concentra
tions
besides
environmental
m anagem ent in the NRM
department: forest resources
management, forest resourcesu rb a n
f o r e s tr y .
fo re s t
resources-watershed
chaparral
and fire management, park and
forest recreation and fisherieswildlife.
Environmental
management
majors are not against forestry,
but they feel they are being
pushed there.
The EM concentration now has
12 forestry classes in its cur
riculum, and three can be
deviated. That means EM stu
dents and the other concentra
tions must take at least eight
forestry classes that do not per
tain to their major.
Matt Janssen is one of the for
tunate ones, however. Janssen is
on the 1984-86 catalog, and the
changes were made in the 198688 catalog.
Because Janssen is on the
earlier catalog, he only has to
take two forestry classes.
“ 1 had to get a special con
sideration form approved and get
on the catalog that was still
pretty open,” he said. “ And that
wasn’t easy.”
Janssen is in a good position
compared to other EM students.
“ I suppose 1 should care about
me,” he said. “ But I see too
many young new students being
plugged into a system to fulfill a
goal that is not reflective of what
the students want.”
See FORESTRY, page 6
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S. African reform is
money-based — Clark
By Tara Murphy
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CLASS RINGS

The reason South Africa has
released Nelson Mandela and
de-escalated violence is to help
the economy, says a specialist on
South Africa.
Cal Poly history professor
Nancy Clark told a small au
dience in the Multicultural
Center Tuesday that the move
will allow South Africa to cut
military spending and reassure
investors that their money is
safe.
Clark thinks change in South
Africa will not come until the en
tire system is overhauled.
“ Reform makes us think of
revolutionary change,”
said
Clark. “ In the case of South
Africa this is a total misconcep
tion.”
It is impossible to reform a
system in which blacks don’t
even participate, said Clark.
Reform doesn’t consider the
whole system of apartheid and is
meaningless in South Africa.
Violence is still a problem in
the country, and that can partly
be blamed on the government,
she said. Clark said shifting from
violence and oppression to
negotiations opens a new way to
exert pressure on the governm
ent, but that “ the violence is
really endemic.”
“ If you’re going to physically
repress people you have to go on
doing it.”
Clark said violence in black
townships was another reason
the government started
to
reform.
The new way to exert pressure
is to pressure the government to
go through with the negotia
tions, said Clark.
“ We should push them to the

wall on it.”
Clark thinks sanctions should
remain in place, and, if anything,
they should be harder. “ Sanc
tions are one thing that pushed
their government to this in the
first place,” she said.
Still, sanctions are more sym
bolic than they are substantive
Clark said. “ It’s hard to assess
what sanctions have meant.” She
estimates that they slow the
countries economic growth by i
to 2 percent, which she called
“ pretty significant.” The usual
growth rate for a country’s
economy is about 3 percent.
Pulling U.S. companies out of
South Africa is another way to
pressure the government to keep
their promises of reform and
negotiations. Clark said that one
argument against pulling out has
always been that “ when we pull
out, someone else will take our
place.”
“ But at least we’ll be sending
our message, Clark said.”
Some businesses leave because
of pressure from shareholders,
said Clark, and most U.S. cor
porations are gone.
Hewlett-Packard is the most
recent major U.S. company to
leave South Africa, said Clark.
They left after they stopped
making a profit.
Many Japanese firms have
recently come in to the country,
said Clark, They are considered
to be “ honorary whites.” and
treated
with the privileges
whites enjoy.
One issue that needs to be
discussed is who will sit at the
table.
“ It’s going to be a very inter
esting time,” she said. “ It’s go
ing to be a real mess. The gov
ernment will be playing for
time.”
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ARTS AND ENTERTAINHENT

CALENDAR

on t- o f - to iv n
For more information, call the following numbers:
* Ticketron
— San Luis Obispo, Gottschalk’s (Central Coast Plaza).
— Bay Area, (415)392-7469.
• Bass/Tickeimasler
— Bay Area, (415) 762-2277.
— Los Angeles, (213) 480-3232.
SANTA BARBARA/VENTURA
□ Mary’s Danish, Mar. 2, Ventura Theatre.
□ (ieorge Winston, Mar. 3, Arlington Theatre (Santa
Barbara).
□ Fishbone, Mar. 4, Ventura Theatre.
□ Krasure, Mar. 9, Events Center (UCSB).
□ I..A. Guns, Mar. 9, Ventura Theatre.
□ Spyro Gyra, Apr. 5, Ventura Theatre.
n (.'hick Corea Klekiric Band, Apr. 14, Ventura
Theatre.
BAY AREA
□ Jerry Garcia Band, Mar. 1 & 2, The Warfield (San
Francisco).
□ Michael Penn, Mar. 2, 333 Slim’s (S.F.).
□ the The, Mar. 3, The Warfield.
□ Miles Davis, Mar. 4, Paramount Theatre (Oakland).
□ L.A. Guns, Mar. 5, The Stone (S.F.); Mar. 7, The
Omni (Oakland).
□ Tom Petty & The Heartbreakers with Lenny
Kravitz, Mar. 6, Oakland Coliseum.
□ Erasure, Mar. 7, S.F. Civic.
□ Aerosmith, Mar. 9 & 10, Cow Palace.
□ Todd Rundgren, Mar. 9& 10, The Warfield.
□ Peter Murphy with Exene Cervenka, Mar. 12, The
Warfield.
□ Rand> Travis and Tammy Wynette, Mar. 16, Cow
Palace.
□ The Bobs, Mar. 17, Great American Music Hall
(S.F.).
□ They Might Be Giants, Mar. 23, The Warfield.
□ B.B. King, Mar. 23 & 24, Circle Star Center (San
Carlos).
□ The Creatures, Mar. 27, The Warfield.
□ Rush, Mar. 30& 31, Oakland Coliseum.
□ Paul M ci'artney, Mar. 31, UC Berkeley Memorial
Coliseum.
□ Alice Cooper, Apr. 6, The Warfield.
□ Kitaro, Apr. 6, Flint Center (Cupertino): Apr. 7,
Berkeley Community Theatre.
□ Bill) Joel, Apr. 9, 13, 17 & 19, Oakland Coliseum.
□ Beach Boys, May S & 6, Circle Star Center.
LOS ANGELES
□ John Doc, Mar. I, The Roxy (Los Angeles).
□ Mighty Lemon Drops, Mar. I, The Palace
(Hollywood); Mar. 4, Coach House (San Juan
Capistrano).
□ Mary’s Danish, Mar. 1, The Strand (Redondo
Beach); Mar. 4, Peppers (City of Industry), Mar. 6,
Coach House; Mar. 7, Bogart’s (Long Beach); Mar. 10,
Greendoor (Montclair).
□ Tom Petty & The Heartbreakers with Lenny
Kravitz, Mar. 1, Great Western Forum; Mar. 3, Pacific
Amphitheatre.
□ (ireat W bile. Mar. 2, Orange Pavilion (San Bernadino).
□ Stray Cats, Mar. 2 & 3, The Strand.
□ the The, Mar. 7, Wiltern Theatre (L.A .).
□ Michael Penn, Mar. 8 & 9, The Roxy.
Peter Murphy, Mar. 8-10, Wiltern Theatre.
Steve Allen, Mar. 10, Ambassador Auditorium
(Pasadena).
□ Dave Brubeck, Mar. 10, Santa Monica College
Pavilion.
□ Victor Borge, Mar. 11, South Bay Center for the
Arts (Redondo Beach).
□ Erasure, Mar. 11 & 12, Great Western Forum.
□ Tammy Wynette, Mar. 14, The Roxy.
□ Tower of Power, Mar. 16, The Palace.
□ Celebrity Skin, Mar. 17, Greendoor.
' ’ May nard Ferguson, Mar. 17, Hamptons (Santa
Ana).
n Andre W atts, Mar. 18, South Bay Center for the
Arts.
n f I REHOSE, Mar. 24, Greendoor.
i 1 B.B. King, Mar. 25, Universal Amphitheatre.
□ (io-(;o’s. Mar. 28, Universal Amphitheatre,
n The Creatures, Mar. 29, Wiltern Theatre.
□ The Cult, Mar. 31, Irvine Meadows Amphitheatre;
Apr. I, Universal Amphitheatre.
□ Billy Joel, Mar. 31-Apr. 6& 8. L.A. Sports Arena.
I Chick Corea Elektric Band, Apr. 4, The Strand,
n Kitaro, Apr. 5, Universal Amphitheatre.
L Spyro (>yra, Apr. 6 & 7, Coach House,
n Alice Cooper, Apr. 7, Pantages (Hollywood).
I I Bohhy McFerrin, Apr. 10-15, Royce Hall (UCl A).
I Johnny Cash, Apr. 21, South Bay Center for the
Arts.
i 1 The Bobs, May 6, The Strand.
I 1 Playboy Jazz Festival, including Miles Davis, Her
bie Hanc(»ck, Pat Metheny, Chick Corea Akoustic
Band and others, June 16& 17, Hollvwot>d Bowl.
See CA LENDA R, A4E page 3

‘The Visit’
opens tonight
Director AI Schnupp
says he has always
wanted to tackle play
By Je ff Snelling
STAFF WRtTER

riedrich Duerrenmatt’s play The
Visit presents some extremely
difficult problems for any theater
group to deal with. How do you
effectively present a play with
countless scenes and set changes,
______________ where the central character is
trying to buy the death of someone who wronged
her, and which speaks to real concerns but contains
enough surrealism to fill a sci-fi movie?
For director and Cal Poly theater professor A1
Schnupp, the play was a challenge that called for
original approaches — approaches that he has been
wanting to tackle for some time.
“ It’s ■just one of those plays you read when
studying theater,’’ Schnupp said. “ I always said
that’s one I’d like to do.’’
Swiss writer Duerrenmatt wrote most of his
plays in the 1950s, while writing detective novels
on the side. Schnupp said his obscurity is
undeserved.
“ They’re bizarre, wonderful plays,’’ Schnupp
said, “ very comic and dark. The Visit has a
phenomenal amount of humor, but it’s intellectual
humor. You always laugh a second late.”
Photo* by AMBER WISDOM
One of Schnupp’s main goals in directing the
Anton Schill (David NbvbII) »
m
b
ra
c
B
S
hit daughter (Magan Pypar).
play was that the role of Claire, the wealthy
woman attempting to corrupt a town with money, not be sets, Schnupp said, is the sheer volume of them. Schnupp
portrayed in a one-dimensional fashion.
said the play contains 18 scenes, about 5(X) pieces of costume
“ That role could be played pure bitch,” he said. “ 1 was and about 100 props, many of which were built by hand —
really concerned that we find the humanity in Claire. She was including a coffin and a sedan chair.
a very romantic person at one time.”
“ It’s almost as complex as a musical,” Schnupp said. “ You
Schnupp said that the demands of the role caused him to have to have a lot of resources, acting-wise.”
look to a professional actress to play it. He called Erma
For the actors involved, the play provides some unique
Stauffer, a professional actress from Lancaster, Penn., with challenges, but it also strikes a realistic chord.
whom he had worked. When Stauffer expressed interest in
“ It’s eerie,” said political science sophomore Chris Acebo,
the part, Schnupp drew up a grant to facilitate her par the burgermeister in the play. “ Something like this could
ticipation. Schnupp noted that while students are not paid, happen in real life. Although it was written in the ’50s, it’s
they recieve course credit for their work.
still relevant today.”
Schnupp said that another concern was that the play be
“ Every character makes a change,” said political science
clearly perceived as a story and not real life.
sophomore David Nevcll, who piays the endangerd man, An
“ The play is a parable,” he said. “ It doesn’t pretend to be ton Schill. “ Not every play is like that.”
realistic.”
“ We all know what it’s like to go to your hometown,” said
To expose this, Schnupp said, the sets were designed to Stauffer. “ We’ve all experienced injustice and wanted to
look artificial. For example, a framework of platforms and right it.”
banners stand in for all the settings of the play, without any
For Schnupp, though, the greatest challenge is just getting
realistic-looking background. Another problem posed by the
See 17S /r, AAE page 3
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Vox Theatre’s rendition of
old play packs a big ‘Punch’
By David Holbrook
A i l STAKF WRITER

MEAL TICKET
PAYMENTS ARE DUE
MARCH 1, 1990
•

PLEASE MAKE ALL CHECKS PAYABLE
TO CAL POLY FOUNDATION

•

YOU MAY BRING YOUR CHECK TO THE
FOUNDATION CASHIER OR DEPOSIT
YOUR PAYMENT IN ONE OF THE DROP
BOXES LOCATED NEAR THE SNAK
STOP IN THE U.U. AND IN THE LOBBY
OF THE FOUNDATION A DM INIS
TRA TION BU ILD IN (i.

Changes in meal plans m ay be requested by
completing a meal change request form avail
able at the Foundation Cashier. Sorry, but
change forms cannot be accepted after March
1. 1990.
Payments received after 5:00 p.m. on March
1, 1990 are subject to a $15 late fee, so please
pay early!

DBACr
s iA e iE
a t e

n a blunt at
tempt to shock
people out of
their complacen
cy toward vio
lence, studentru n
d ra m a
troupe Vox Theatre will present
its rendition of the I6th Century
play and puppet show, Punch and
Judy, with a disturbingly modern
twist March 9 and 10 in the
Community Room of the San
L uis O b isp o C ity -C o u n ty
Library.
“ It’s a very traditional play
that every company always
rewrites to a certain degree,”
said Vox director Lance Koga,
who wrote the Vox version of the
play. “ We’ll be doing a fairly
abstract, modernized Punch and
Judy," added the art and design
senior.
Last quarter the troupe per
formed works by contemporary
playwrights David Mamet and
Harold Pinter at Linnaea’s Cafe.
The switch from contemporary
scripts to a traditional one was
deliberate.
“ Probably the reason we’re do
ing Punch and Judy is to create a
contrast with what we did last
quarter,” said Koga.
Its version of the traditional
street play, however, is a com
mentary on a very modern theme
— American society’s nonchalant
attitude toward violence.
“ People realize all the violence
in our society but take it for
granted,” said Koga. “ (Vox) is
trying to make it much more ap
parent through the play.”
That is an understatement.
Last Saturday night’s preview
consisted largely of people
pummeling each other with a
club. Acts of individual and state
violence were committed from
husband to wife, wife to hus
band, father to child, policeman
to perpetrator, and so on and so
on ... .

:p«cW to th« Dally

Lane« Koga says paopla raaliza violanca but taka it for grantad.

These disturbing scenes were
executed with both puppets and
actors, and offset by a crude ver
sion of what will be a full
multi-media blitz, using video,
music and slide projections,
when the play is presented in its
final form.
“ The multi-media aspect of the
show will contain American
references of violence from clips
from television shows and
movies,” said Koga. The charac
ter of tlTe devil from the original
version will be transformed into
the contemporary “ Video-Devil.”
In the final production of
Punch and Judy each scene will
be done twice — once in a

slapstick comedy vein using
puppets and then juxtaposed
with live actors carrying out the
acts of extreme violence. It is
definitely not a puppet show for
children.
“ We’ll probably publicize it as
‘For A Mature Audience Only,’ ”
said Koga. “ We’re shooting for a
mature audience for whom this
issue is nothing new.”
□ Vox Theatre will be perform
ing at the San Luis Obispo CityCounty Library on March 9 and
10. Tickets fo r the 8 p.m. perfor
mance are S3 students, $4 general.
For more information, call 5468648.

\

FOR ART’S SAKE: A&E Commentary

SLO: This ain’t no Athens, Ga.
By Stewart McKenzie_______
Y

M

.

■

■

or one magic
q u a r t e r , it
seemed as if
San
L uis
O bispo was
actually star
ling to at
tract some good acts to town.
Easy come, easy go.
Fall quarter saw the likes of
Branford Marsalis, Stanley
Jordan, Poi Dog Pondering,
Peter Case, Mojo Nixon, Pato
Banton and others performing
on-campus or in local clubs.
Though it wasn’t like having
the Grateful Dead or 10,000
Maniacs playing in Mustang
Stadium, at least it wasn’t a
has-been band like The Fixx
last year at Mott Gym.
For a while, things seemed to
be getting better and better.
KOTR was having regularlysponsored shows at D.K.’s and
SLO Brewing. The October
earthquake in the Bay Area
became a silver lining for SLO,
as many previously-scheduled
acts were cancelled up there
and hastily scheduled down
here.
But as we approach the end

of winter quarter, we’re back
to the usual SLO-style. Greg
Kihn, showing how much he’s
aged since his forgettable
Top-40 hit “ Jeopordy,” made
an emharassing performance at
D.K.’s a month ago. ASI Con
certs is bringing Eddie & The
Tide to campus, a band more
suitable for U.U. hour than
Chumash Auditorium.
Granted, a town of SLO’s
size doesn’t do bad — we
definitely get more acts here
than the municipalities of
Stockton and Moidesto com
bined. D.K.’s and SLO Brew
ing pull their weight in a tough
market. But when it comes to
major acts, it is distressing
watching venues like the Santa
Barbara County Bowl and
UCSB’s Events Center sell out
while Kihn limps into town to
show how much he hasn’t
grown as a musician.
Many think ASI Concerts
should be the salvation, but
three basic things hold them
back from greatness: massive
paranoia from the city and the
university, no money and,
worse of all, good ole Cal Poly
apathy.

It amazes me that students
can’t make any of these shows.
How much busywork docs
everyone have to do? Am I
asking a lot, or do people here
really have the c u ltu ral
awareness of an old soap dish?
Did you know the late activist
Abbie Hoffman spoke here in
1987? Only 400 people showed
up, mostly city residents, to
C hum ash
A u d ito r iu m .
Chumash can hold more than
900 bodies.
Still, though, things arc fi
nally looking up. Mary’s
Danish is playing M SLO
Brewing in two weeks, and
rumor has it that there’s a
faint possibility They Might
Be Giants may play SLO in the
near future.
ASI Concerts is trying to get
the Cult for Poly Royal, but
like any group it tries to get,
it’s up in the air. If it did get
them, arc you really going to
go? Or would you rather pay a
third more to see them in Ir
vine?
McKenzie is A&E editor for
Mustang Daily.

CALL NOW FOR FAST,
FRESH-BAKED PIZZA

DINNER FOR FOUR
16” pizza with 2 items
and 4 bottles of coke
for only

I

$ 1 1 .9 9

one coupon per pi/za
exp. 4/04/90
4/U4/9U

Arroyo Grande:
Foothill Area:
South SLO;
Laguna Village:

481*3171
544-3636
549-9999
549-9300

1 MHawgbol» Coupon^"

FREE EXTRA THICK CRUST!

w ith any pizza
f

l

one coupon per pizza
exp. 4/04/90

r

Arroyo Grande:
Foothill Area:
South SLO:
Laguna Village:

481-3171
544-3636
549-9999
549-9300

Mwtong PqHy Coupon

30 MINUTE GUARANTEE

A/OID THE NOID
CALL DOMINO'S PIZZA FOR DETAILS ABOUT DOMINO'S
PIZZA CHARITY DRIVE. HURRY! ONLY 3 WEEKS LEFT!
Foothill & Cal Poly Area

South SLO

544-3636

549-9999

Laguna Village

549-9300

Arroyo Grande
140 S. Elm

481-3171

D
B

8

If your pizza does not arrive within
30 min. after ordering, we refund
$3.00 off your order.

one coupon per pizza
exp. 4/04/90

Arroyo Grande:
Foothill Area:
South SLO:
Laguna Village:

481-3171
544-3636
549-9999
549-9300

Ò
ZN
OÜ
Q 0.

DOMINO’S
PIZZA
DELIVERS

8

2 FREE COKES

one coupon per pizza
exp. 4/04/90

WITH ANY PIZZA
Arroyo Grande: 481-3171
Foothill Area: 544-3636
South SLO: 549-9999
Laguna Village; 549-9300

EAT HEALTHY!

I

:--c ^ ;> U G A R L E S S

•LOW CALORIES • LOW CHOLESTEROL I
I
y f i#
• LOW FAT!

BUY ANY
LARGE CONE .

IHACK

UGARLESS
486 M arsh, SLO
H ACK
541-4711

GET 1 FREE!

'

I
I Good at:
I 486 Marsh, SLO
Hiversioe, Paso
Kaso Robles
Mooies
I 935 Riverside,

T

935 R iverside, P aso Robles
7319 El Cam ino, A ta sc a d e ro

P lu s 2 locations in Fresno!

"It doesn't have to be fattening to be fantastic!"

I
I
I
I
I
I
j
I

Not valid with
ana other
otner offers.
oners.
and

/ lo/ao
Expireso3/15/90

T

MuiiQaO Poily Coupon

250 OFF
ANY
SUNDAE!

)UGARLESS
iH AC K

Good at:
486 Marsh, SLO
935 Riverside, Paso Robles

Not valid on
Shacker Doodles. Expires 3/15/90^

I Mumong Dot^Cqupon

|

S STREET SUB
50«O FF
ANY SIZE SANDWICH
(Limit o n e c o u p o n p e r p e rso n )
AND SH O O T

11060 O sos St.

exp. 4/04/90

5 4 1 -0 9 5 5 !

T Muriowg Dolty Coupon T
5 STREET SUB
$ 1 .0 0 OFF
ANY LARGE SANDWICH
6 LARGE SODA
( L im it o n e c o u p o n p e r p e r s o n )

541 - 0 9 5 5 ! 106 0 O sos St.

«

«

54L0955j

Mustang Dally Coupon

FREE TANNING
WITH PURCHASE OF
6 / 1 2 MO. MEMBERSHIP
( N o n - M e m b e r L o c a l r e s i d e n t s O n ly )

exp. 4/04/90

541-5 IS

Mustang Daily Coupon

1 FR E E
AEROBICS PASS
( N o n - M e m b e r L o c a l r e s i d e n t s O n ly )

exp. 4/04/90

541-5 IK

Mustang Doily Coupon

1 FREE MONTH
WITH PURCHASE OF
6 / 1 2 MO. MEMBERSHIP
( N o n - M e m b e r L o c a l r e s i d e n t s O n ly )

exp. 4/04/90
Mustang Doily Coupon

1 FR EE
AEROBICS PASS
( N o n - M e m b e r L o c a l r e s i d e n t s O n ly )
3546 S. HIGUHRA

exp. 4/04/90

54 1. 51 s
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Use Mustang Daily Coupons for Big Savings at
the Following Businesses

sss

4.-^

Regis
San Luis Auto
San Luis Chiropractic
Subway
Sundance Tanning
Sugarless Shack
Supercuts
Sycamore Springs
Tiens
Tire Store
Wienerschnitzel
Woodstock's

A.V.C.
Campus Bottle
Central Coast Mall
Domino's Pizza
El Polio Loco
Endless Summar
Et Cetera
Fatte's Pizza
Kinko's Photo
L & M Auto
Maloney's
Osos St. Subs
Perfect Look

m
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Mustang Daily Coupon

Four more reasons
to get fired up about
El Polio Loco.
There’s a healthy
treat waiting at your
CaLEsIx
risFeernmeN<
2
nearby El Polio Loco.
»•VTM fiO
‘
It’s the delicious fla
.V.J
vor of fresh chicken
f
□ \
marinated in a tempting
*
blend of fruit juices,
herbs and spices. Then
char-broiled over an
The original Mexican open flame,
diar-broiled chickeit
You'll love it sened
hot off the grill with warm tortillas, fresh salsa and
your choice of savory side dishes.
And if that’s not reason enough
to visit your nearest participating
El Polio Loco, here are/or/rmore
great excuses. Just clip these cou
pons today. And treat yourself to
The fast food habit
the great taste of the fast food
worth having.'
habit worth having.

\

795

F o o th ill

B lvd .

$ 3 .0 0 O F F
1? PIFfig COMBO ( 11/2 CHICKENS)
Includes choice of 3 Lg. side orders,
warm tortillas, and fresh salsa.
One coupon per customer per visit.
795 Foothill Blvd.
EXPIRES 3/31/90
Mustang Daily Coupon

$2.81 STARVING STUDENT DEAL
Bring in this coupon for a 2 Piece Chicken Combo;
includes 2 side orders, warm tortillas, fresh salsa,
AND A BEVERAG E. SAVE MORE THAN $1.00.
One coupon per customer per visit.
795 Foothill Blvd.

EXPIRES 3/31/90
Mustang Daily Coupon

1

2 FREE REGULAR SIDE ORDERS
with a purchase of a 3-Piece or 4-Piece
Chicken only meal.
One coupon per customer per visit.
EXPIRES 3/31/90

795 Foothill Blvd.

Mustang Dally Coupon

H

$ 1 .0 0 O F F
WHOLE CHICKEN at wholesale price.
Save $1.00 when you buy our 8-Piece chicken

795 Foothill Blvd.

EXPIRES 3/31/90

M

D a il y

u s ta n g

classified Advertising Order Form

Graphic Arts Bldg #226 San Luis Obispo. CA 93407
(805) 756-1143

F o r o ffic e u s e o n ly !

Please Attach Your Check to This Form

N a m e ______

P.O.#
Acct#

Make Checks Payable to Mustang Daily

Club Nam e
Telephone

PUBLICATION DATES

A d to Start o n : ________________
# o f D ays to R u n : _____
M on

Tue

W ed

Thu

Fri

Turn in ad by:
10 a.m.

To start on:
Monday
Tuesday

Daily Line Rates:
# of Days
1-3
4-5
6+

Thursday
Friday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday

Wednesday
Thursday
Fnday

Summer ’89
July
6 13 20 27
August
3 10 17 24
Fall ’89
September

AD RATES

E>ays o f week ad should run:

25 26 27 28
October
2
3 4 5
9
10 11 12
16 17 18 19
23 24 25 26
30 31
November
1 2
6
7 8 9
14 15 16

This Is REGULAR type In BOLD.

This is 1 4 p t

2lines)

This is 24pt type.
type.(C oun ts ss

(Counts as 4 lines)

Check ONE Category Only
□ 1 Campus Qubs
□3 Announcements
□5 Personals
□7 Greek News
□9 Events
□ 10 Entertainment
□ 11 l^st & Found
□ 13 Wanted
□ 15 Services
□ 17 Typing
□ 19 Miscellaneous
□21 Travel
□23 Ride Share

J 2 5 Opponunilies
^2 7 Employment
□29 For Sale
□31 Stereo liquiptmeni
□33 Mopeds & Cycles
□35 Bicycles
□37 Automobiles
□39 Roommates
□41 Rental Housing
□43 Homes for Sale
□45 I ^ d for Sale
□47 Religious
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20
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3
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29 30
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TOTAL DUE

(Bold is SI.00)

(S per line)

(# of lines)
(# OÍ days)
(2-line minimum)

Winter ’90
January

5 6 7 8
12 13 14 15
Spring ’90
April
5
9 10 11 12
16 17 18 19
23 24 25
30
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1 2
3
7 8 9 10
14 15 16 17
21 22 23 24
30 31
June

10 11 12
17 18 19
22 23 24 25 26
29 30 31

Classified A dvertising Policies

All advertising copy and malcriáis are subject lo acccfsance by the Mustang Daily Business Manager,
the Busmess .Manager rcscrv'cs the nghi to reject all w any portion of the copy or :irt submitted
at any time pnor to publication, even if material has previously been accepted or published.
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Mustang Daily Coupon

«SUBUJRV^

Tàstelhe

FREE 6" SUB!
Buy any 6" SUB and drink, and get a 6" SUB free
of equal or lesser value. Super SUBS not included.
one per customer, not valid with any other offer.

Exp. 3/31/90

Mustang Daily Coupon

«SUBUJRV*

$1.00 OFF
any footlong SUB
one per customer, not valid with any other offer.

Exp. 3/31/90

Mustang Daily Coupon

tS U B U J R V ^

500 OFF
any footlong SUB plus
FREE 22oz Drink!

THE

Put so m e s p ic e in your life w ith th e z e sty taste o f th e

RMT

■.

one per customer, not valid with any other offer.

B.M.T! It’s got fo u r (different m eats. It’s got y o u r c h o ic e o f fresh , free fix in ’s. It’s

Mustang Daily Coupon

go t b re a d th a t’s b a k e d rig h t in th e store. A n d it’s got a secret — a slice o f sp ic e
th a t m a k e s th e B.M.T. d iffe re n t th a n a n y th in g
y o u ’ve e v e r ta s te d . T h e se cre t is o u t - t h e B.M.T.
is h ere! S to p b y Subw ay a n d tr y o n e today.

793 Foothill
Foothill Plaza
543*3399

185 Higuera
Higuera & Madonna
541-0855

3^31/90

^UBUjnv*
/

«SUBUJRV^
6 “ BMT
ONLY $2.29!
O ur B iggest, M eatiest, Tastiest Italian -style SUB
is now only $2.29!
one per customer, not valid with any other offer.

Exp. 3/31/90

.
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1/2 OFF

E-6 SLIDE PROCESSING

HOUR PHOTO

1 Hour Service Only

Not valid with
any other offers
No limit

5 4 9 -8 9 7 9
UNLIMITED ROLLS!

1
10am-5pm Sat & Sun

Located at the corner of Foothill & Santa Rosa

exp. 4/04/90

5x7
990

(805)549-8979
9am -6pm Mon-Fri

--fK itfiL-i

24 H O U R S E R V IC E O N
Not valid with
any other offers
No limit

110 & 135 FILM O N L Y

5 4 9 -8 9 7 9
exp. 4/04/90

" " " " " " T ^ ^ S a n g T i a i l y ^ C o u p o n P "*

Campus Bottle Shoppe

15.5 gal.

WHERE
PARTIES
START!
290 California
Blvd.

C am p u sBotlle

N e w L o w P r ic e
reg. $33.00 ^ ^

w ith cou p on
Expires 3/6/90
At the corner of
Hathway & California

^ ^

$ 3 0 .0 0

Limit 1 coupon per person/per coupon

" " " " " " ^ C T u S t a n y B o H y '^ o u ^ n f '"

K eystone 1 2 /p k .
^C a m p u s regular
or light
®
®

544-5347

544-KEGS

N atural Light Kegs

Bottle

reg. $ 5 .3 0

with coupon $ 3 .9 9
Expires 3/6/90

Limit 1 coupon per person/per coupon
MusTang Dotty Coupon

$ 1 .9 9
4 - Tire Rotation
6/30/90

Lowest prices on the Central Coast for
Michelin, Bridgestone, and Remington Tires!

•w ,
/V '

40,000
M ile
Steel

V tm m ea Remington
Maxxum

165/80R13.....*34.88
175/80R13......36.88
185/80R13......37.88
185/75R14......39.88
195/75R14......4 1 .8 8
205/75R14......4 2 .8 8
205/75R15......4 3 .8 8
215/75R15......4 4 .8 8
225/75R15......4 7 .8 8
235/75R15......4 9 .8 8

40,000 Miles
RV & Light
Truck
Steel Belted
Radial

45,000
M ile
M&S Blockwoll
Remington
Himox

Remington
Wide Brute
•F E T Applies
to Some Sues

26x850R14.....‘6 9.8 8
•30x950R15....79.88
•31xl0.50R15.. 8 6.8 8
•31x11.50R15.. 8 8.8 8
•33xl?.50R15.. 9 8 .8 8
•235/85R16....8 9 .8 8
800R16 5 ........7 9.8 8
•8 75R16.5......8 3.8 8
•950R16.5.......8 8.8 8
•33x12.50R16.5 124.88

155SR13
165SR13
175SR14
185SR14
165SR15
175/70SR13
185/70SR13
185/70SR14
195/70SR14
205/70SR14

3I.H8
33.H8
38.88
40.88
37.88
37.88
39.88
41.88
42.88
49.88

We Also Carry Michelin & Bridgestone

CALL 5 4 4 -9 2 5 9 • 5 4 4 -9 2 6 0 • 5 4 1 -TIRE TODAY!
2 5 2 H ig u e ra Street, San Luis O bispo
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m .-7 p.m. • Sat.8 a.m .-4 p.m.

-------------------

Mustang Dotty C oi^xm

UL

,99 per
w heel
Computer Wheel
Balance
Expires

6/30/90

Mustang Dotty Coupon

& 10% O F F
on any
New Tire Purchase
Expires

6/30/90

U sed T ire s
lo w as $ 5 .0 0
per w h e e l
Expires 6/30/90

Clip
Clip
C p
C p
Clip
Clip

&
&
&
&
&
&

Save
Save
Save
Save
Save
Save

These
These
These
These
These
These

Mustang
Mustang
Mustang
Mustang
Mustang
Mustang

Coupons
Coupons
Coupons
Coupons
Coupons
Coupons

Mustang Daily Coupon

$3 off

RGGIS
HAIRSTYUSTS

SHAMPOO, HAIRCUT & STYLE
Great styles and super savings for guys and gals
Central Coast Plaza

543-6002
expires 3-31-90

oneperperson

no •'double” discount

Mustang Dally Coupon

$10 off

Central Coast Plaza
Madonna Road

ANY REGIS PERM
Regular $40 values and up
Central Coast Plaza

543-6002

543-6002
expires 3-31-90

oneperperson

1

no “ double" discount

MuilOfigOaiyCowoti j

$5 Off
ANY SALON HAIRCOLOR SERVICE

STUDENT HAIRCARE SAVINGS

Reg. $10 values and up • Styling services extra
Central Coast Plaza

543-6002

one per person

expires 3-31-90

no "double" discount

Mustang Daily Coupon

San Luis Obispo's Hottest New Tanning Center!

Buy One Month Membership
GET ONE MONTH FREE
$ -|Q 0 0

TANNING CENTER
590 California

+1.00 Maintenance Fee

Treat Yourself or Split it with a Friend

San Luis Obispo

541-5550

Expires 3-31-90

Mustang Daily Coupon

Buy Six Months Membership
SIX MONTHS FREE

TANNING CENTER
TANNING CENTER
590 California
San Luis Obispo

$3900

+ 1.00 Maintenance Fee

Treat Yourself or Split it with a Friend

541-5550

Expires 3-31-90

Mustang Daily Coupon

Buy One Year Membership
GET ONE YEAR FREE

$ 4 9 00
TANNING CENTER
590 California

Treat Yourself or Split it with a Friend

San Luis Obispo

FIRSTANNUAL

541-5550

Expires 3-31-90

Mustang Daily Coupon

Buy 1 Get One Free

BRONZE

MEMBERSHIP

* NO A PPO IN TM EN T N EC ESSA R Y
* OPEN 7 DAYS A W EEK
* M O N D A Y-FR ID AY 8 am -12 M ID N IG H T
* SA TU R D A Y & SU N D A Y 9 am -5 pm

590 CALIFORNIA BLVD., SLO

541-5550

+ 1.00 Maintenance Fee

SiQ Q O O

TANNING CENTER
590 California
San Luis Obispo

541-5550

NO

YEAR
I
MAINTENANCE
UNLIMITED
USE
FEE
Limited to first 500 customers

Treat Yourself or Split it with a Friend

Expires 3-31-90

Clip
Clip
C p
C p
Clip
Clip

&
&
&
&
&
&

Save
Save
Save
Save
Save
Save

These
These
These
These
These
These

Mustang
Mustang
Mustang
Mustang
Mustang
Mustang

Coupons
Coupons
Coupons
Coupons
Coupons
Coupons

Mustang Daily Coupon

&n

$1.00 OFF

■

on any purchase o f $10.00 or more

■

^

; 588 C alifom iaU aft

541-8841 \
EXP. 3/31 /90 \

one per customer, not valid with any other offer
• mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmu
Mustang Daily Coupon
>

Contemporary Apparel

» j.

6

at

\

Extraordinary Prices

$1.00 OFF

588 California/Taft

on any purchase o f $10.00 or more

I 588 C alifom ia/Taft

541-8841

one per customer, not valid with any other offer

■

\

541-8841 [
EXP. 3/31 /90 ■
•

I

v \0 ^ ^

M uitatig Dally Coupon

9
9
0
Any Burger

Ä .

(Up to 5 orders)

do

S p e c ia ls »

^

I
I
I

J

Juicy,

1007o

beef patty

Not good with any other oHer

885 Foothill Blvd.

[

I

1

Mu$tong Dofty Coiqx)n

2 Corn Dogs
^

_

exp. 3/31/90

Our Famous
Golden Deep Fried
Corn Dog

885 Foothill Blvd.

I
I

9 9 0 1I
(Up to 5 orders)

Not good with any other otter

Mustang Dotty Coupon
I
I
I
I ^Atignerschnit^^
I
I
Chili Dog
I
I
with any soft drink purchase
I
I 885 Foothill Blvd. Not good with any other otter

exp. 3/31/90

San Luis Obispo
885 Foothiii Bivd.
Hours: Sun-Thurs. 9:00 a m - 9:00 pm * Fri-Sot. 9:00 a m - 10:00 p m

I
I
I
I

t
I
I
I
I

Free

L

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

exp. 3/31/90

Mm tong Dcrity C o iy o n

990
^ ^ 3 2 Mustard Dogs

I

(Up to 5 orders)

Our Famous Dogs with Mustard
(Cheese Extra)
885 Foothill Blvd.

Not good with any other otter

I
exp. 3 / 3 1 / 9 ^I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

W H E R E TH E
H E C K IS T H E
M U S TA N G
D A ILY ?
Okay! Okay! Okay! You've got your lost
puppies, T.G. parties, stereos for sale,
rooms for rent, and your best friends
birthday Is next week! You need the
Daily's efficient classified staff to organize
your shattered, wretched life. But where
are they? Where's Graphic Arts 226?
Confusion sets In. Mouth runs dry. VIens
pop...

M u s ta n g
C la s s ifie d
8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Monday through Friday.

Fear no more! The graphic arts building is
located across from the Health Center.
The Mustang Daily is on the second floor
room 226. BUT, If you still can't find us we
encourage you to visit our convenient
drop box located on the UU info desk!
Now if you don't know where the UU is,
well...
JUST ASK SOMEONE!!!!
‘ Deadline: 2 days by 10am prior to
publication day*

Graphic Arts 226

•

80(2 per lin e p er d ay
(save 30<2 per line)
Offer Expires 10:00am, April 4, 1990

One Coupon per ad

L..

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

756-1140

-1

I

1 Line F R E E
bold letterin g

I
I
I
I

Offer Expires 10:00am, April 4, 1990

One Coupon per ad
I . J

1 F R E E DAY
w /the purchase of 2 days

ET CETERA..

I
I
I
I
I

One Coupon per ad

I
- 4

1 F R E E lin e
1 4 p o in t le tte r in g

I

II

Offer Expires 10:00am, April 4, 1990

One Coupon per ad

I

- j
Mustang Daily Coupon

ET^CETERA
Buy 2 cards and get the
3''* of equal
or lesser value for
Central Coast Plaza

Exp. 3/31/90

r.lustang Daily Coupon

ET CETERA
$1.00 OFF
Balloon Bouquet
(minimum $6 bouquet)

San Luis Obispo

Central Coast Plaza

Exp. 3/31/90

FREE SPINAL EXAMINATION

FREE SPINAL EXAMINATION

Danger Signals of Pinched Nerves: SsiEl loilo

Donger Signols of Pinched Nerves:

1. N«ck Pain or Stiffnait
2. low lock or Hip Pain
3. Proquorrt Hoadachot
4. Numbrroit in Harxls or Foot
5. Norvoutrtott
6. Arm and Shoulder Pain
7. Diiilnots or Loti of Sloop

Central Coast Plaza

TEEL THE RELIEF^
Dr. Mark R. Steed,
Chiropractor

Why FREE? Thousands of area residents have spine related problems
which usually respond to chiropractic care.
This IS our way of encouraging you to find out if you have a problem that
could be helped by chiropractic care It is also our way of acquainting you
with our staff and facilities.

^

' <5^

DON'T SU FFER WITH PAIN - DO SOMETHING ABOUT IT!
wi Acorr MSUPANa
Our modwn buWrwMoffleo ilmpinot your Wmirtnc* popwworh and akows in to
treat your coodWon at ItWe or no coat to you._____________

Neck Pain or Stiffness
Low Back or Hip Pain
Frequent Headaches
Numbness in Hands of Feet
Nervousness
Arm and Shoulder Pain
Dizziness

(SßftngxnniAs
(Sooika?
/ / /Vo

'’Because We Care”

541 -BACK
San Luis Obispo

547 Marsh Street

FREE SPINAL EXAMINATION
Danger Signals of Pinched Nerves: SoGD(iátílo

Examination includes a minimum of 10 standard tests for evaluating the
spine and contour analysis photo as shown above
While we are accepting new patients, no one need feel any obligation

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

4C'T\<PLf ASf call

541-BACK
541-2225
•47 Mar.ti Stroot San LaU Obito«

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Neck Pain or Stiffness
Low Back or Hip Pain
Frequent Headaches
Numbness in Har>ds of Feet
Nervousness
Arm and Shoulder Pain
Dizziness

^Because We Care”

541-BACK
547 Marsh Street

San Luis Obispo

I
I
I

I

! . .

MAKE SOMEONE SPECIAL HAPPY WITH
Gifts
Cards
Stickers
Posters
Balloons
from

I
I
I
I

Offer Expires 10:00am, April 4, 1990

k .

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I

I

! ..

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

'SciDikar

)

L. & M. AUTO BODY

L. & M .
THE INSTALLATION SPECIALISTS
AUTO
BODY
LO W MILEAGE ENGINES A N D TRANSMISSIONS
481-1968
Installed On:
M its u b is h is

N is s a n s

T o y o ta s

Isu z u s

M azdas

S u b a ru s

A n d D o m e s tic s

340 S. 13th

W iiilano P aly Coupon

|

10% OFF
ALL LABOR
Exp. 3/31/90

GROVER CITY
M iiildiiQ Doily C

3

'

U
u nO*«’-" ” '

Im

h

ROCK BOTTOM PRICES
A lso A v a ilb a le , O u trig h t S a le s O n E n g in e s a n d T ra n s m is s io n s
N e e d A G o o d , Fast & R e a s o n a b le P a in t Job? W e D o T h a t T o o !

L & M AUTO BODY 340 S. 13TH GROVER CITY 481-1968

L. & M .
AUTO
BODY
481-1968
340 S. 13th

10% OFF
ALL ENGINES
AND TRANSMISSIONS
GROVER CITY

Exp. 3/31/90

Myftono DoUy Coupon

m a x e ll

A u d io V id eo C o n cep ts

AUDIO
TAPES

C-90 $ .99 ea.
XLII $1.99 ea
XLIIS $2.49 ea
METAL $2.99 ea

f AC

Nmliti \ hiuo( otKi•pl^

CORNER OF HIGUERA & CHORRO

Exp

3/ 31/90

Mustang Dotty Coi^^on

HOME & MOBILE ELECTRONICS
[Best Advice « Best Selection^-JBest^Pnce^
"We'll compete with anyone's prices - Give us a shot"
541-5778
CORNER OF HIGUERA & CHORRO • DOWNTOWN S.LO.

SO N Y $4.99
WALKMAN
HEADPHONES

/

ea

A C

, . < . l i i • \ k K < > ( < >IK . | 1|

CORNER OF HIGUERA & CHORRO

Exp

a3i

90

AVOODSTOCK’S

$ 1 .0 0 OFF
ANY PIZZA
i

one co u p o n p er pizza
T

exp. 4/04/90

Miwtano Potty Coupon 1

AVOODSTOCK’S

$ 2 .0 0 OFF
WHEN YOU BUY
ANY PIZZA AND TWO SO FTDRINK S
one co u p o n p e r pizza

"HEY! WE A LIKEA WOODA "STOCKS PIZZA! IF
IT S A GOOD FOR ME, ITS A GOODA FOR YOU! "

^WOODSTOCK'S
(THE BEST THING TO A STUFF IN YOUR HEAD!)

5 4 1 -4 4 2 0
1015 C o u rt S treet
PRETTY FAST, FREE DELIVERY!

exp. 4/04/90

M utong Dotty Coupon

-'WOODSTOCK’S
2 TOPPING SMALL PIZZA
& 2 SOFT DRINKS

only $8.66

one coupon p er pizza

^/^4/90

J- Mtoilang Dotty Coupon^J

W^OODSTOCKS
1 ITEM LARGE PIZZA
& 2 SOFT DRINKS ONLY

$ 1 0 .4 7

one co u p o n p er pizza

exp. 4/04/90

‘I

"m ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊm Êm m sf

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

f f f
• 98%
Ultraviolet
Reduction

X . 32%
Heat
Reduction

THE CAR IMPROVEMENT CENTER
AUTOBODY. PAIMT €, ÎIM T SHOP

• Special
Abrasion
Resistant
Coating

(with minimum purchase of $125)

. 81%
Glare
Reduction

QUALITY PRODUCTS
AND TRAINED
PROFESSIONAL INSTALLERS

3M

W INDSHIELD STRIP
731 Buckley Rd. SLO

• Feature
Top Quality
Work

• 5 Year
Warranty

731 Buckley Rd # SLO
B u tto n w o o d In d u s tr ia l P a r k

543-7878

50% OFF

. - 'n m

PIN STRIPING
(3M Striping Tape)

j

I

Gift Certificates
Available

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

3/31/90

£ 731 Buckley Rd. SLO
^

0

SUPOCUTS

Mustang Daity Coupon

^

$2.00 OFF
Regular $8.00 Supercut

SWBICU7S'

Madonna Road Plaza
Open 7 Days a Week!
No Appointment Necessary

Madonna Rd. Plaza
549-8588

EXP. 4/15/90

Mustang Dally Coupon

|

FREE SHAMPOO

549-8588

with $8.00 Supercut

SUPBICUTS'

CONVIENCE, QUALITY, AFFORDABLE

Madonna Rd. Plaza
549-8588

EXP. 4/15/90

a-

Mustang Dally Coupon

o

to
to

f. '—

FEAST FOR FOUR

<D
U
0
C

c

2 L arg e Pizzas w /o n e to p p in g o
a

543-2457
,

D

4 Cokes

- i ^

j n

O
o

$14.00
..............................

r. Í

1

Mustarig Dally Coupon
o
Zi

2 Medium Pizzas

Try Fatte's Favorites or Build Your Own
7-

, ------ f s i t e ’s FAVORITE S___________ ,
S«n

• STICKY FINGERS-PEPPEHONI

Mm

Lg

HAM BACON OMONS ITALIAN

SAUSAGt IWSHROOMS BLACKOUWS GREEN PEPPERS

11 50 13 50 16 50

• H A W N A N - H A M 6 PINEAPPLE

151

10 61 13 57

VEGGIE-CHEESE MUSHROOMS GREEN PEPPERS ONCNS
Black OLIVES tomatoes artichokes

1050 1250 14 50

SUBS

f

TO PP
* WFIAOta
* MMimOOMI
* UNOMCA
* KOAtTMir
* QROgMDMM
* «lAUAaSAWBAOI
* MCOllwMA«
* (MONA
JALAMtOt

IN G S
• ow iM P fm n
• m LBftmm
• TOHaTMt
• autaiouvtt
• OMfaouvn
• àMCHOtni«
• aancMOu*
• PM Am j
* fvtnur

COMO-ROAST BEEF HAM
PEPPERONUTALIAN SAUSAGE I CHEESE

monster

4 60 I

•ROAST BEEF6 CHEESE

4x ;

• rtAUAN SAUSAGE 6 CHEESE

4X

I

•HAM I CHEESE

4X

I

2161 Broad

J

D

o

o

2. . . . . . . . . . .

j /W

Mustang DoHy Coupon

A O..

■>

’-'S'-

0

1 FREE Coke

a

• ANTIPASTO - LETTUCE. TOMATOES,
HAM. SALAMI. CHEESE. & PEPPERONCINI'S

with any Sub purchase

a
D
O

3.2S
3.25

Lg.
serves
serves 6

• INDIVIDUAL TOSSED SALAD

6 50
125

(limit 6 per coupon)

543-2457

✓ DRESSINGS • RANCH • HOMEMADE ITALIAN

2161 Broad S]-SLJD..........................Exp. 3/31/90

WHITE OR WHEAT CRUST

Mustang Dally Coupon

M o n .-T h u rs . 4pm - m idnight
Fri. & Sat. noon - 2-am
Sun. n o o n - 1 1 p m

Get a 6-pac of soda
for oniy $1.00
with any pizza order

WE DELIVER REAL PIZZA

543-2457
543-2457

2161 Broad St.,SLO

c
o

o
0

c
o

SS
■>

'r<S;

2161 Broad Street, San Luis Obispo

c
o

SALADS

6 PAC 2.50

Sm.
serves 2

TAX NOT INCLUDED
• PRICES SUBJECT
TO CHANGE
WITHOUT NOTICE

C

o

\T > '

SODAS

CAN 50c

0

Û

$10.00

543-2457

IfTTuCt TOMA’OfS » H rm o C N 't-O irx M X
I •

with one topping

-

0
Ü

0

a
c
o

a

D
O
Ü
0

c
Exp. 3/31/90

O

ti^a

VISIT PARADISE
IH
»»
K,

-'f

"ATRU.VUWOUEXPIRKNCI"

Hot Tubbing:

^

private outdoor mineral spas by the hour

'iz ■

Overnight
O v e r n ig h t
Accom m odations:

,.A

»*

M « a«

aaH a« 4

I — aa^

M» IMI

m

$4.00 OFF

i

ANY HOT TUB FOR TWO

I
I
I
I
I
I

(exp. 4-4-90)

«m * a *«m

(not valid Saturdays or holidays)

Massage Therapy:

,

**

»•

Opw*mfmm»i«AO—14hM• 4a*

every room has a private full-siz
-Size spa
......

T 1 per couple I
I
I

1215 Avila Beach Dr. SLO

every treatment includes a 1/2-hour mineral spa

,

^ g Recreation Area &
Heated Pool

' 1 per person I

$5.00 OFF j

"ATRULYUNIQUEEXPERIENCE"

OPEN 24 HOURS 1215 Avila Beach Dr

FULL BODY MASSAGFI

595-7302

SYCAMORE

M I
5 P

N
R

t:
1

( I n c lu d e s 1/2 h r . H o t T u b )

1^ A
N

(.

1.
S

(exp. 4-4-90)

***• m4Wi>^
0|^ tmymm
14ima4a*.
MamacaUa«4a—aw^ rahraatA
—
a
ffl IMI

|

•

(not valid Saturdays, Sundays or holidays)

I
I
J

1215 Avila Beach Dr. SLO
......................

Mustang Dally Coupon

exp. 4-4-90

THE
PERFECT LOOK
PRECISION HAIRCUT $7.50
Includes a great shampoo!
(with coupon)

of California

no appointment necessary
Specializing In Perm s & Colors
Check O ut O ur N ew Line O f Color
H air Care Products
We Stock A Full Line of
H ypo-Allergenic Products By M atrix

MI9 Morro St.
S a n ta M a ria
9 2 2 -5 3 3 8

P is m o B e a c h
773-0478

SLO

S 4 1 -2 3 2 0

Mustang Daily Coupon

exp. 4-4-90

THE
PERFECT LOOK

10% OFF

541-2320
P a s o R o b le s
2 3 8 -0 6 2 0

JBIBBiBSH 1V2.Y-"""

all Nexxus and Matrix products
(with coupon)
541-2320

Break into Spring
Wiff a Tan!

no appointment necessary

j*

1119 M orro, SLO

I Step #1

Mustang Daily Coupon

Here's how to get your Tan!
WI .S 1
This will start your tan, intro:

\l\ll.ii,

2 visits $ 5
15 min. m aximum, new clients only
965-C Foothill University Square, SLO

^

541-6880

Mustong Dally Coupon

Expires 4/5/90

j ’step "#'2

** get
*' your 'base Tan
This will

IKNIJ ^

S I N IM IIM
w I :s

1 0 visits $ 4 4
must be used within 30 days

965-C Foothill University Square. SLO

541 -6880

^___Mustang DaMy Coupon

Don't be a White Wabbit.
Be a Tan Bunny!

11

WI ..-i I

step #3

Here's how you maintain it

4 visits $ 2 0

Tanning Center & Performance Wear

must be used within 30 days

965-C Foothill University Square. SLO

541-6880

Mustang Daily Coupon

for Men & Women
541 -6880

Expires 4/5/90

IV I '.NI»!

u

Expires 4 5 90

Step #4

Now you need a New Swimsuit
\I\IM <

\\ I

I

15% OFF
on all swim wear except sale items

965-C Foothill University Square, SLO

965-C Foothill University Square. SLO

541-6880

Expires 4/5/90

Mustang Dally Coupon

Á Dairy

Queen

, 2 for 1!
Buy 1 Blizzard
and get 2nd FREE!
exp 3/31/90

one coupon per person per store

Mustang Dally Coupon

2 for 1!

Buy 1 Hot bog and get
2nd Hot Dog FREE!
one coupon per person per store

exp 3/31/90

Mustang Dally Coupon

^ 2 f o r i!
Buy 1 pc of pizza and get
2nd pc FREE!
one coupon per person per store

exp 3/31/90

Mustang Dally Coupon

Chinese Combo King

FREE Egg Roll!
Buy any food item or large
drink, get 1 egg roll FREE!
one coupon per person per store

exp 3/31/90

Mustang Dally Coupon

2 for 1!
Buy 1 ground beef Taco
Get 2nd Taco FREE!
one coupon per person oer store

exp 3/31/90

Mustang Daily Coupon

FREE Drink
Buy 3 Cookies and get
any size fountain soda

FREE!
one coupon per person per store

exp 3/31/90

!
Mustang Dally Coupon

HEY, G U Y S !! C H EC K O U T TH E S E C O U P O N S
FR O M TH E FO O D C O U R T AT TH E M A LL!!
ALL TH E R E S TA U R A N T S A R E IN O N E PLA C E.
IT'S FA ST, FU N , AND D E LIC IO U S !

^grapP,/' Buy 1 pc Canttaneo Bros beef
jerky and get 2nd pc FREE!

C m O S T PLflZfi
A T

S A N

L U I S

()

H

I

S

I’

one coupon per person per store

exp 3/31/90

Mustang Dally Coupon

n

T >ÌÈ!.STICK

Highway 101 Exit, Madonna Rd.
info: 541-5772

Buy 3 Hot Dogs and
get 1 FREE!

one coupon per person per store

exp 3/31/90

A & E, Mustang Daily

Mustang
Daily:
¡YlUS

Thursday , M arch 1,1990

I

Make it
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HEATER REVIEW

SOFT CONTACT LENSES-PRESCRIPTIONS FILLED

hough bizzare, play hits a nerve

BAUSCH & LOMB SOFTSPIN
SOFTMATE B.......................... $30/pr
BAUSCH & LOMB "0"
SOFTMATE E.W...................... $39/pr
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s u a lly
w hen
s o m e th in g
is
d e s c rib e d
as
“ different” or
“ unusual” that’s
just a nice way
of saying that
I’s bad. But in the case of T/ie
(isit, the Cal Poly theatre and
ince department’s current proluction,
“ d if f e r e n t”
and
[unusual” are words of praise for
le highly original staging of this
Iffbeat and little-known play,
[■his is the kind of different that
needed, the kind that makes us
link and feel.
The Visit, by Swiss playwright
■riedrich
D u e rre n m a tt,
is
basically a parable of the corrupIng influence of money, but also
Jeals with the decaying effects of
inrepented guilt and unreleased
jnger. Duerrenmatt tells the
¡lory with sly humor, bizarre
lharacters and much symbolism.
The play opens in the once}rosperous town of Gullen in
|ome unnamed European coun|ry. The town has been dying a
¡low economic death for some
lime, and the townspeople are
Anxiously awaiting the arrival of
la ire Z a c h a n a s s i a n , th e
iiealthiest woman in the world,
k-ho left Gullen as a young girl,
heir hope is that she will use
ler wealth to revitalize the town.
The scene has the feel of
lusical comedy, as it is full of
[he somewhat corny overacting
)f that genre. While the acting of
ill is fine, David Nevell, as An
ion Schill — a Gullen shopkeeper
ind the former lover of Claire —
Itands out for his authoritative
ind finely-modulated perforlance.
In one of the play’s many great
loments of goose-bump-produc|ng visual effects, Claire emerges
)ut of the smoke and roar of a
Kaking train in a blood-red
Jress. Played by Emma Stauffer,
the one professional actor in the
May, Claire is a proud but eccenliric woman attended by a variety
|of unusual characters. These in;lude her w im py e ig h th
lusband-to-be Pedro, her strange
md slightly threatening butler
lobby, two blind men named
Kobby and Lobby who speak

riddles and walk in unison and
two bare-chested attendants that
often carry her in a sedan chair.
Claire is fawned over and
shown her old haunts around
town, until the time when a great
feast is given in her honor. There,
various performers — from a
juggler to a ballerina to a
muscleman — give comic relief.
After receiving them graciously,
Claire drops the bomb that pro
vides the driving force of the rest
of the play. She declares she will
give the town 1 billion marks if
they will give her justice. She
declares that Schill got her preg
nant and then abandoned her for
a richer woman. Her mysterious
attendants give testimony as
witnesses to this wrong, and
Claire gives her conditions; To
get the money, the town must
kill Schill. The people adamantly
deny her request, and the act
ends on a spine-tingling note as
she declares, “ 1 will wait!”
Besides having most of the
great lines, Stauffer plays the
character with the greatest range
of emotions, and she handles it
excellently. W hether being
gushingly gracious to her hosts,
or amusingly eccentric, or
displaying barely controlled rage,
Stauffer is forceful and compell
ing, and she dominates in prac
tically every scene in which she
appears.
Something that hits the viewer
from the start is the interesting
multi-level and multi-purpose set,
with several platforms of various
heights and changeable dimen
sions representing all the loca
tions of the play. Director AI
Schnupp and scenic designer
Russell Whaley deliberately ex
pose the false front of the play
by using merely a few props and
a banner to declare the location
of each scene. This open admis
sion that this is only a play is
further shown when actors move
props without being hidden by a
curtain or even a darkened stage.
This is then juxtaposed with the
hyper-realism of most of the
sound and light effects, which
creates the effect of unsettling
uncertainty as to how close this
play is to reality.
From the beginning of the se
cond act on, the play is concern-

ed with the gradual corruption of
the townspeople, as they work
their way into debt in anticipa
tion of riches, and lower their
resistance to the idea of giving
Schill up as a sacrifice. The play
takes on a surreal. Twilight Zone
feel as Schill becomes increasing
ly desparate as he sees the creep
ing acceptance of his potential
murder. A standout point is
when Schill attempts to leave
town by train. As he stands in
the dark, people come out of the
woodwork to badger and sur
round him, urging him onto the
train. Nevell plays the scene
powerfully, like a cornered
animal. He is so controlled by his
fear that he finally refuses to get
on the train.
As the play is as much a
murder mystery as it is a moral
fable (except in this case the
murder may or may not take
place), it would be unfair to give
away the ending. But the play
goes far beyond being merely a
whodunnit, becoming more like a
dream that disturbs and sticks in
the mind long after it’s over. Al
though the images the play pres
ents seem too bizarre to be real,
the nagging feeling that some
truth lies hidden underneath
can’t be shaken.

Mullarkcy’s at the Embassy Suites.
333 Madonna, SLO), with Dan
Pasirrnark and Vince Champ. Tick
ets for the 8 and 10 p.m. shows are
$7, or free with dinner. For more in
formation, call 549-0800.
□ Hailing from Ukiah, Raunch 'n
Roll hit Brubeck’s (726 Higuera,
SLO). The S4 show begins at 9 p.m.
For more information, call 541-8688.
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□ The Visit will be performed in
the Cat Poly Theatre on March I,
2 and 3. Tickets fo r the 8 p.m. per
formance are S6 fo r adults, $5 fo r
students and senior citizens. For
more information, call 756-1421.
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From A&E page 1
people in to see a work that may
move them.
“ It’s so important to get peo
ple in the theater,” Schnupp
said. “ There’s no art form quite
like it. It’s the art form closest to
life — like a mirror put up to
life.”
Schnupp said he is always
amazed by the fact that although
he’s seen this play 100 times, he
always sees new things.
“ You perform in the moment
and the moment is gone,” he
said. “ To be in the moment you
have to be in the audience.”

.89

Wilson Jumbo Franks
Oal Bran

VISIT

BAUSCH & LOMB "U".........$43/pr
CIBA SOFTCOLORS...........$ 63/pr
DURASOFT OPAOUES.......$128/pr
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With 5.00 minimum purchase excluding liquor,
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Lim it One O ffer Per Family.

Coupon Effective Feb. 28
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thurs., mar, 1
^USIC

The Belief Blues Bureau plays ai
arthling Bookshop (698 Higuera,
t O). The free show begins ai 8 p.m.
1 or more information, call 543-7951.
R&B masters l.illle Charlie A The
Mghtcals play at SLO Brewing Co.
¡1119 Garden St., SLO). The $3 show
Marts at 9:30 p.m. For more informaF'on, call 543-1843.
Johnny Reno plays at D.K .’s West
Indies B a rd 121 Broad. SLO). The
show is $3. For more information, call
543-0223.
THEATER
and ART CINEMA
live

The Visit: See separate article.
PCPA Theatrefest premiers Little
>hop of Horrors. The show starts at
“I p m. Thursdays through Saturdays,
! p m. on Wednesdays, Saturdays
and Sundays. For more information,
^all 1-800-221-9469.
Agatha Christie’s The Mousetrap
Mil be performed by The Great
American Melodrama (Highway 1,
' Veano). For more information, call
4S9-2499.

fri,, mar, 2

MUSIC

□ Came l.owgrcn plays guitar and
mandolin at Earthling Bookstore.
The 8 p.m. show is free. For more in
formation, call 543-7951.
□ An African Scholarship Fundraiser
will be held, with Rock Steady,
Topeka. Frontline and others, at SLO
Brewing Co. The $4 show starts at 7
p.m. For more information, call 5431843.
LIVE THEATER
and ARTCINEMA

□ Arthur Miller’s classic play Death
of a Salesman is being premiered
tonight by the SLO Little Theatre.
For more information, call 543-3737.
□ The Visit: Sec separate article.
□ Little Shop of Horrors: See Mar. I .
□ The Mousetrap: See Mar. 1.

The store that works.

g^IMPERIALS -4^
/ove's Still c h a n ^in ^ hearts

\ A / I $1 50
-■-OFF

LIVE THEATER
and ARTCINEM A

□
□
□
□

The Visit: See separate article.
Death of a Salesman: See Mar. 2.
Little Shop of Horrors: See Mar. I .
The Mousetrap: See Mar. 1.
See CALENDAR, A&E page 4

Cl) or Cassette
Limit I per Person
expires 3-10-90

sat., mar. 3

[c o m e d y

COMEDY

I ■/

Steve Altman: See Mar. 2.
□ Raunch ‘n Roll: See Mar. 2.

'Valuer headlines at Bob
any s Comedy Outlet (located in

□ After four years of boppin’ dance
music. Rhythm Akimbo bids farewell
to San Luis Obispo (they’re
graduating from Cal Poly). The S3
show starts at 9:30 p.m. For more in
formation, call 543-1843.
□ Santa Barbara dread-heads Crucial
D.B.C. play reggae at D.K.’s West
Indies Bar. The show is $3. For more
information, call 543-0223.
□ Mandolin master Barry Kaufman
plays for children’s hour at Earthling
Bookshop. The 10:30 a.m. show is
free. For more information, call 5437951.
□ ... and, at 8 p.m ., Innerfaccs plays
jazz at Earthling Bookshop. For more
information, call 543-7951.

Jr

673 Higuera, San Luis Obispo • 543-6146

J
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From A&E pa|(e 3

sun., mar. 4

•

m

o v i e s

Time listings in parentheses are addi
tional weekend times, unless other
wise noted.
□ The Bay Theatre

□ In honor of National Women’s
Day, Linnaea’s Cafe is hosting an
evening of art and music. Music will
be provided by folk singers Maria
Rulkow and Nina O ’Connell. The free
show begins at 5 p.m. For more in
formation, call 541-5888.

464 Morro Bay Blvd., Morro Bay.
772-2444.
Call for movies and showtimes.
□ Century Cinem as

6905 El Camino Real, Atascadero.
466-4611.
• Hard to Kill, (12), 2:15, 4:30, 7, 9:30.

COMEDY

• M a d h o u se , (1 2:30), 2 :3 0 , 4 :3 0 , 7:15,

□ Improv comedy troupe Loose
Change plays at Brubeck’s. The free
show starts at 7 p.m. For more in
formation, call 544-8688.

9:30.

n (luy Lesage plays classical guitar
at Earthling Music. The 2 p.m. show
is free. For more information, call
543-7951.
LIVE THEATRE
and ART CINEMA

□ Little Shop of Horrors (closing
night): See Mar. 1.
□ The Mousetrap: See Mar. 1.

•

formation, call 773-2882.
□ The Mousetrap: See Mar. I .

EVENTS

MUSIC

\ e b r a t^

M ustang Daily, A & E

• Revenge (ends Thurs.), 2, 4:15, 6:45,
9:30.

• Courage Mountain (ends Thurs.),
2:30,4:30.
• Night Breed (ends Thurs.), 2:15,
4:30,7,9:30.
• Stella (ends Thurs.), 2:15, 4:30, 7,
9:30.
• The Hunt for Red October (starts
Fri.), (12), 2:15,6:45,9:45.
• Stanley & Iris (starts Fri.), 2:30, 7.
• Music Box(starts Fri.), (12:15),
4 :2 0 , 8:50.

• Steel Magnolias (starts Fri.), 2:15,
7:15.
• Always (starts Fri.), (12), 4:30, 9:30.

POETRY

□ Local writer Ivan Olson reads
poetry at Earthling Bookshop. The
free show starts at 8 p.m. For more
information, call 543-7951.

mon:, mar: 5
COMEDY

□ The Loose Change Corned) (>roup
plays at D.K.’s West Indies Bar. For
more information, call 543-0223.
MUSIC

□ Windham Hill recording artist and
New Age pianist George Winston
plays at the Cuesta College
Auditorium, and if you’ve got tickets,
consider yourself lucky — it’s been
sold out for two months. Tickets to
the7:30p.m show are$15, but the
scalpers will be asking far more (!).
For more information, call 546-3131.
LIVE THEATER
and ART CINEMA

□ Ingmar Bergman’s film Autumn
Sonata comes to Chumash
Auditorium, as part of a continuing
Bergman film series sponsored by Cal
Poly Arts. The show starts at 7:30
p.m. For more information, call 7561421.

tues., mar. 6
MUSIC
□ George Winston: See Mar. 5.
□ Reggae band Culture lights a Fire
at SLO Brewing Co. The 9:30 p.m.
show is S9. For more informatiori, call
543-1843.
□ Jill Knight plays at D.K.’s West
Indies Bar. The show is Si. For more
information, call 543-0223.

■ tn G

- Go^i

F reeSam ples o f O ur o .
P a strie s a /i< J C ookies.
P a stries c .

zued., mar. 7
MUSIC

7pJi

The U n iversity J a zzB an dpiays a,
iO pm fo r yo n rlisten in g p lea su re.

/

□ If your name’s Kelleher and you’re
fresh off the boat from Dublin, it’s
high time to see the Mood) Druids at
SLO Brewing C o.’s Irish Happy
Hour — yet again. The free show
begins at 5:30 p.m. For more infor
mation, call 541-1843.
□ Kushite Alternatives play reggae
at D.K.’s West Indies Bar. For more
information, call 543-0223.
LIVE THEATER
and ART CINEMA

lOp

u The Mousetrap: See Mar. I .

thurs., mar. 8
MUSIC

C oun tth e C o jfee B ean sC o n testa n d W in
/

1 s tP rize ,/O C u p M e /itta C o ffee B rew er
, 's

2nd,PeacockAirpot;3rd,Ju/ian'sM ug
liarr^

□ The Bar Sharks: See Mar. I .
□ The band that’s stranger than fic
tion, (ilass Eye, makes their appear
ance at SLO Brewing Co. The 9:30
p.m. is $2. For more information, call
543-1843.
□ The Mesh Makers play acoustic
originals at Earthling Bookshop. The
8 p.m. show is free. For more infor
mation, call 543-7951.

□ Festival Cinemas

1160 W. Branch St., Arroyo Grande.
481-7553.
• Hard to Kill, 12:35, 2:40, 5, 7:20.
9:50.
• Driving Miss Daisy, 12:25, 2:30,
4:40.7:10.9:40.
• Madhouse, 12:45, 3, 5:05, 7:45, 9:45.
• Stella. 12:20, 2:35, 4:50. 7:30. 10.
• Born on the Fourth of July, 1,4 ,
7:15, 10.
• Revenge, 12. 2:25,4:55, 7:30. 10:05.
• My Left Foot. 12:40, 2:50, 5, 7:40.
9:45.
• Men Don't Leave, 12:05, 2:25, 4:45.
7,9:30.
• Night Breed (ends Thurs.) 2:55,
5:05,7:40, 10:05.
• Courage Mountain (ends Thurs.),
12:30.
• Blood of Heroes (ends Thurs.), 1,3,
5:10,7:50,9:55.
• The Hunt for Red October (starts
Fri.), 1:15,4:15,7:15, 10:15.
•A ngel Town (starts Fri.), 12:10,
2:20,4:30.7:40, 10:05.
□ Frem ont Theatre

1035 Monterey St.. SLO. 543-1121.
• The Hunt for Red October (starts
Fri.), 1:15.4:15.7:15.10 Fri. only;
(10:30,1:15), 4:15,7:15, lOthereafter.
□ Madonna Plaza Theatre

243Vf Madonna Rd., SLO. 544-3488.
Call for movies and showtimes.
□ M ission Cinem as

¡025 Monterev Street, SLO. 541—
2141.
Call for movies and showtimes.
□ Palm Theatre

817 Palm Street. SLO. 541-5161.
• Shirley Valentine, (4:45), 7.
• Enemies: A Love Story, (4:30), 7,
9:15.
• Crimes and Misdemeanors (ends
Thurs.), 9:15.
• Apartment Zero (starts Fri.), 9:15.
□ Sunset Drive-In Theater

255 Elks Lane. SLO. 544-4475.
Call for movies and showtimes.

o n g o i n g
□ Tiny Bubbles: Bad Taste Art
Show, a show reaching new lows in
student/faculty art, is being shown at
the University Union Galerie until
Mar. 7. For more information, call
756-1182.
□ “ Paintings and Other W orks” is
the title of Carmen Lomas (iarza’s
show, now being featured in the Uni
versity Art Gallery (Dexter Building)
until Mar. 11. For more information,
call 756-1154.
n “ Fables,” the drawings of William
T. Wiley and the poetry of Michael
Hannon, will be featured at the
Cuesta College Art Gallery between
Mar. 2 and Mar. 28. For more infor
mation, call 546-3202.

u p c o m

i n g

LIVE THEATER
and ART CINEMA

Mary’s Danish, Mar. 14, SLO Brew
ing Co.

□ The Pismo Light Opera Theatre
opens its 10th season with Rodger
and Hammerstein’s Oklahoma!, at
the Marion Houston Theatre in the
Pismo Beach City Hall (Wadsworth
and Bello, Pismo Beach). Tickets for
the 8 p.m. performance are $11
preferred, $9 general. For more in-

I f you have information pertaining to
upcoming events fo r Calendar, please
mail to; Mustang Daily, Graphic Arts
226, Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo, CA
93407, A TTN; Stewart McKenzie,
A&E Editor. Deadline is Tuesday be
fo re publication.
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Tennis rolls over Westmont
The only excitement all after
Men’s team loses noon
was the match between Cal
Poly s No. 5 singles player Alex
only 2 sets out o f Havrilenko and Darrin Felberg,
The momentum was with Felberg
20 in sleepy victory after
he won the second set 1-6,
By Glenn Horn
staff Writer

The men’s tennis team had a
tough practice Tuesday. Well,
actually it was a match against
W e s tm o n t
College, but you
wouldn’t have been able to con
vince anyone watching o f that
fact.
The Mustangs lost only two
sets out of 20 and strolled to a
9-0 victory to push their overall
record to 6-2, while their con
ference mark remains at 3-0.

but a small dispute over the
Westmont player’s line calls
helped to wake up Havrilenko,
who promptly finished off his
opponent 6-1.
And other than No. 1 doubles
team
Neil Berrym an and
Havrilenko losing their first set
4-6, everything for the Mustangs
ran like clockwork.
Rounding out scores. No. 1
Berryman defeated John Tormey
6-2, 6-2; No. 2 Tim Fresenius
defeated Lance Kroneberg 6-2,
6-3; No. 3 Eric Sasao defeated
Chris Elwood 6-1, 6-4; No. 4
Peter Killian defeated Greg

Schultz 6-3, 6-3; Havrilenko
defeated Felberg 6-3, 1-6, 6-1; and
No. 6 Brendan Walsh defeated
Ed Amstitz 6-1,6-3.
In doubles competition, Ber
ryman and Havrilenko defeated
Tormey and Kroneberg 4-6, 6-1,
6-1; No. 2 Fresenius and Killian
defeated Elwood and Schultz 6-1,
6-1; and No. 3 Sasao and Walsh
defeated Felberg and Amstitz
61,6-2.
The Cal Poly squad will lock
horns with CSU Los Angeles and
Chapman College this Friday and
Saturday, respectively, to finish
out the first half of conference
activity.
Division II Chapman is ranked
fourth in the nation and is
undefeated in conference play, so
the match is expected to be for
first place in the CCAA.

Southern California Ski Report
Bear Mt. — No new, 3-4 foot base, packed
powder becoming spring skiing afternoon.
Kratka Ridge — No new, 2-3 foot base, spring
skiing.
Mt. Baldy — No new, 2-3 foot base, packed
powder becoming spring skiing afternoon.
Mt. High — No new, 3-4 foot base, packed
powder.
Snow Summit — No new, 3-4 ,'oot base, pack
ed powder becoming spring skiing afternoon.
Snow Valley — No new, 2-3 foot base, packed
powder becoming spring skiing afternoon.
(Conditions provided by 900-844-SURF)
COLORADO
Arapahoe Basin — 1 inch new, 4'/i foot depth,
powder, packed powder.
Arrowhead — 0 new, \Vi foot depth, packed
powder.
Aspen Highlands — I new, 3 foot depth, spr
ing conditions.
Aspen Mountain — 1 new, 3 foot depth, pack
ed powder.
Buttermilk — '/4 new, 2 foot depth, packed
powder.
Snowmass — T new, 3 foot depth, packed
powder.
Beaver Creek — I new, 3 foot depth, powder,
packed powder.
Berthoud Pass — 3 new, 4 foot depth, powder,
packed powder.
Breckenridge — 3 new, 4 foot depth, packed
powder.
Broadmoor — 1 new, IVi foot depth, packed
powder.
Ski Cooper — 4 new, 3Vi foot depth, powder,
packed powder.
Copper Mountain — 2'/4 new, 49 foot depth,
powder, packed powder.
Crested Butte — unavailable.
Eldora — 3 new, 3 foot depth, powder, packed
powder.

TAKE N’ BAKE PIZZA

Ski Estes Park — Closed Wednesday and
Thursday.
Keystone — 2 new, 4 foot depth, powder,
packed powder.
Loveland — 2 new, 4 foot depth, powder,
packed powder.
Monarch — 33 new, 50 foot depth, powder,
packed powder.
Powderhorn’ — 0 new, 2 foot depth, hard
packed.
Purgatory — 1 new, 3 foot depth, packed
powder.
SilverCreek — 1 new, l</i foot depth, powder,
packed powder.
Steamboat — 0 new, 4'/i foot depth, packed
powder.
Sunlight — 0 new, 3 foot depth, hard packed,
packed powder.
Telluride — 2 new, 3 fool depth, packed
powder.
Vail olf Creek — 6 new, 4Vi foot depth,
powder, packed powder.
(Figures supplied to Colorado Ski Country
USA by individual areas) UTAH
Alta — No new, 8 foot total.
Beaver Mountain — No new, 5 Vi foot total.
Brian Head — No new, 4 foot total.
Brighton — No new, 7 foot total.
Deer Valley — No new, 6 foot total.
Elk Meadows — No new, 4 foot total.
Nordic Valley — No new, 3 foot total.
Park City — No new, 6 foot total.
Park West — No new, 6 foot total.
Powder Mountain — No new, 6 foot total.
Snowbasin — No new, 5'/» foot total.
Snowbird — No new, 6'/i foot total.
Solitude — No new, 6V^ foot total.
Sundance — No new, 6 foot total.
(Conditions reported by Utah Ski Association)
— Snow foot depth in feet refers to unpacked
snow at mid-slope.

MEDIUM 12" PEPPERONI PIZZA
only

$2.99
over 40 slices of pepperoni
February 26 thru March 4
ifl
0)
je
(0

*no c o u p o n necessary
•limit 2 per person
•not valid with any other offer
•no additions or substitutions
F o o th ill B lv d ., S L O

5 4 1 -6 6 0 6
Ja ke’s

Ja ke’s^

Blacs to the Max!
8 bucks an hour
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850 Foothill • University Square • 7 till Midnight • 541-COPY

HKY D O R M STU D EN TS, W H E R E YO U
(iO N N A L IV E N E X T YEAR?

1 Mustang Drive

543-4950

For a cleaner
planet,
recycle this paper
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-DELIVERS545-TA XI
BANTVIONY^tCOMPANY

m
é

Custom
.'h’u ’clni
'Ih'siijns
674
HIGUl-RA ST • SIX)
S44 K»»««

THE AUSTIN COMPANY, AN INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION OF ARCHITECTS,
ENGINEERS AND BUILDERS, WILL BE ON COMPUS MARCH 6, 7, AND 8 TO RECRUIT
GRADUATING SENIORS AND GRADUATE STUDENTS IN THE FOLLOWING FIELDS.
. ARCHITECTURE
. CIVIL AND STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT

A SLIDE SHOW OF THE AUSTIN COMPANY'S CAPABILITIES AND PROJECTS WILL BE
SHOWN ON MARCH 6 AT 7:00 PM TO 9:00 PM IN BUILDING #10, ROOM #115. AUSTIN
REPRESENTATIVES FROM EACH FIELD WILL BE THERE TO ANSWER QUESTIONS.
INTERVIEWS WITH INTERESTED STUDENTS WILL TAKE PLACE IN THE PALCEMENT
CENTER ON MARCH 7TH AND 8TH. RESERVATIONS SHOULD BE MADE THROUGH
SANDY DIAZ AT 756-2501.
SELECTED STUDENTS WILL BECOME PART OF THE AUSTIN COMPANY’S WESTERN
DISTRICT HEADQUARTERS, LOCATED IN IRVINE, CALIFORNIA.
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COMMENCEMENT
From page 1
said. “ 1 came down on the side
that it was better to have two
ceremonies and be able to give
students more tickets.”
Largely because of this change,
graduates and their guests will
not hear an outside speaker at
the ceremony. Scott said this is
because the split commencement
decision was made too late to
begin searching for a speaker.
The ceremony, which is sched
uled to last one hour and 35
minutes, will include remarks by

ACAPULCO

a member of the Academic
Senate, the ASI president and
the com m encem ent address
given by President Baker.
Participating schools and the
outstanding graduate from each
will be recognized.
Although the estimated 2,500
spring graduates will be honored
as a group at the stadium cere
monies, each school will host a
reception to follow where stu
dents will be recognized in
dividually.
According to Bob Bostrom,

director of housing and a
member of the commencement
committee that recommended its
suggestions to Scott, “ There
needs to be pomp and cir
cumstance, but it need not be
boring.”
He said he and his committee
felt that the best way to make
the ceremony less boring and
decrease the number of gradu
ates and guests talking and mov
ing around was to shorten it.
They proposed to delete the
traditional outside speaker, he

said, partially because it is dif
ficult to find a speaker everyone
would want to listen to and
awkward to ask a speaker to give
two commencement addresses.
Scott said, however, that it is
possible the school may have an
outside speaker in future years.
“ I realize students feel it’s
very important to have an out
side speaker,” she said. “ Since
it’s important to them and it’s
their commencement, we’re going
to look very seriously at ways we
can accommodate that.”

From page 3
Hernandez hopes to add even
more restaurants to his growing
chain.
“ Next I want to go to Arroyo
Grande, Pismo Beach and maybe
Santa Maria,” he said. “ After
that — Hawaii — and ... who
knows? Maybe even nationwide.”
For now, San Luis Obispo res
idents are the only ones lucky
enough to have a Tacos Acapulco
in their town, and Cal Poly stu
dents say they couldn’t live
without it.
One Poly senior who wished to
remain nameless waits up to 30
minutes in line for her favorite
Tacos Acapulco item, a came
asada taco. She had it four times
last week.
“ This is the real thing,” said
Hernandez.

FORESTRY

Dual 3.5" 720K
Floppy Drive Model
NOW

$1019*

20MB Hard Disk Model
NOW

ZENITH INNOVATES AGAIN -

$1529*

WITH THE NEW BATTERY-DRIVEN SUPERSPORT™'-TO TAKE YOU

FROM COLLEGE TO CAREER
Small, lightweight, flexible
econom ical. Ideal for spreadsheets, word processing and m ore. T h at's
the new SupersPort from Zenith Data System s —today’s leader in battery-operated portables.
FLEXIBLE COURSE SCHEDULE. W hatever your agenda, the SupersPort’s m odular configuration easily
adapts to your com puting style. With a detachable battery for easier portability. An AC a d a p te r rech arg er
th at plugs into any outlet. MS-DOS* to run virtually all PC/XT compatible softw are. And 640K RAM —
expandable to 1.64MB with EMS. Plus the SupersPort com es in your choice of dual 3.5" 720K floppy drive
or 20MB hard disk m odels. For flexible desktop perform ance anyw here on cam pus.
CARRY SOME GREAT HOURS THIS TERM. Hours of battery power, th at is. For g rea ter productivity
everywhere your studies take you. T hanks to Z enith's com prehensive intellii^ent Power Management—
a system that lets you control how your battery power is consum ed. So you won’t w aste valuable energy
on com ponents and peripherals not in use.
EASY COLLEGE READING. The easiest. After all, the SupersPort features Z enith's renow ned dazzling
backlit Supertwist LCD screen for crisp text and superior readability. And its CRT-size display Is one-third
larger than most com peting portables for enhanced viewing. The screen even tilts back 180-degrees so it
lies flat to accom m odate a desktop monitor.
TO CATCH THE NEW SUPERSPORT PORTABLE PC AT A SPECIAL STUDENT PRICE, VISIT YOUR ZENITH
DATA SYSTEMS CAMPUS CONTACT TODAY:

Ask about Zenith Loan Ware

SAVE UP TO

$300!

EIG>rralE^Bcx)kstDre
Computer Deparlment: 756-5311

^ m n t

data
systems

THE QUALITY GOES IN BEFORE THE NAME GOES ON*

•Includes 2% Bookstore Shipping and Handling. Limited Time Offer
PC XT 1$ • rrgislfrrd In d fiiw rli of IHM Corp MS-DOS is a rfgiilfred Iradrmarli of MicrosofI Cofp
Spfcial pncin* offer Kood only on purrhases directly through Zenith Contactf i ) listed above by students
faculty and sUff for their own use No other discounts apply Liinil one porUMe personal computer per
individual in any 12 month period Prices subject to change without notice.
O 198«. Zenith DaU Systems
Form No 1392
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And Hanchett is one of those
students. Hanchett feels there
are only so many positions
available in forestry. “ A lot of
m oney is being put into
forestry,” said Hanchett. “ We
have water, air pollution, ground
and soil contamination to con
sider.”
A lot of forestry classes go
against what the EM student be
lieves. One forestry class teaches
log scaling, and weekend field
trips are required.
“ You have to spend money out
of your own pocket to measure
trees for the forest service,” said
Hanchett.
H an ch ett has taken one
forestry class, and has 11 more
to go if he does not deviate any.
Hanchett doesn’t want to of
fend any forestry majors or
faculty members because he
understands their point of view.
But he does want people to know
that environmental issues are
necessary.
“ Whatever happens in the en
vironment, it comes back to the
soil,” he said. “ That’s why I
almost think soils would be a
better major for me. It is more
reflective of what I thought I
would get in EM.”
Tom Randall is a forestry
resources senior, and accredita
tion is important to him.
“ Being accredited facilitates
you in becoming a licensed
forester,” he said. “ With ac
creditation, I will only need two
or three more years of experience
before I can take the test to
become a licensed forester. But
without being accredited, I have
to work for seven years before I
can take the test.”
Randall understands the EM
students’ point of view. “ I’ve of
ten wondered why these people
are taking these classes,” he
said. “ I just don’t see where they
benefit.”
Tim Misner, an EM senior, be
lieves that although the NRM
department continues to excel in
forestry management instruc
tion, it lacks a solid curriculum
for those NRM students inter
ested in the environmental
management profession.
“ Many NRM students are in
terested in the broad range of
environmental issues facing our
society today,” said Misner.
“ The NRM department needs to
recognize this and promote fur
ther discussion of the issues
within the classroom situation.
Perhaps then, students and
faculty can share knowledge that
will result in better solutions to
our environmental problems.”
Randall says if the department
becomes accredited, it is heavily
in the forestry concentration’s
favor. “ But I’m afraid the EM
students are getting the short
end of the stick.”
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ching boats until there is a pud
dle here,” said Millen.

more experienced to handle the
surf.

It is doubtful, however, that
windsurfers and sailors will stick
it out that long.
“ We’ll go where the water is,”
Gunnarson said.
The ocean is always an option
and one that Gunnarson said the
windsurfing club may be trying
more often this year.

Even the focus of the club has
been changing. Instead of using
smaller dinghies, it is now more
common for the members to sail
a 28-foot boat out of Port San
Luis.

F ro m page 1
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no.

Powell said the major beer
distributors on the Central Coast

Although beer advertising will
be scaled back, Powell predicts

— Larrabee Bros., Pacific Bever
age and All-American — will all
“ m e llo w it out for a year and see
how it goes.”

there will be no real loss of sales
during Poly Royal.

“ We won’t do anything special
this year,” he said. “ There will be

ple are going to drink beer that
weekend anyway.”

the normal displays in the stores
saying what’s on sale, there will
be more beer in the stores, but

“ It’s a good weekend for us in
terms of sales,” he added, “ but

fliers in bars and things like that
are going to be considered a no-
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“ It’s no big thing — we’re not
threatened by it,” he said. “ Peo

we have bigger weekends than
that, like the Fourth of July
weekend.”

One example, Millen said, is
the Whittenburg arm of the lake,
located near the Mustang Water
Slides. He does not expect it to
be as popular as it has been in
past years and said it might even
become a “ no wake” zone. Boats
in a no wake zone can only travel
at speeds which are to slow to
pull a water skier.
Of course, conditions could get
worse if more rain does not come,
but he said there is too much
water to cause closing.

The sailing club is also heading
out to sea as a result of the con
ditions at Lopez, said president
Gary Pimentel. It not only costs
more to moor boats at Morro
Bay, but sailors must also be

“ We have a 600-foot boat
ramp, so we can continue laun

Priddy said water from Lopez
serves the five coastal cities as
well as Avila Beach and Port San
Luis. Despite the drought, there
is enough water to fill all of their
contracts. Enough, in fact, to
supply water to the cities for
three more years even if it
doesn’t rain.

C lassified !
ASME Meeting TODAY- China Lake
Naval Wapons Center on Engineering
Design & Development process and
possible Sr. Projects 11AM 52-E27

Dancers-Models who is the next
Catalina? Exotic dancers and
models needed to train with
the best. Charm Agency 772-1475

JACKSON HOLE

*SAM presents*
DENA CAGLIERÒ
Gallo Wines
on Thursday!
11am Ag 220

ALPHA OMICRON
PI
PRESENTS
3rd ANNUAL
MR. FRATERNITY
WED MARCH 7th
AT THE GRADI

CONGRATULATIC>IS!
to IOTA initiates of Sigma Nu!
watch out! Now it's our turn
KAPPA Novice Class

WIN $1,000’S
IN PRIZES!
FMA.SLY 96 KKCB present SLO Vegas
Night Fri March 9 from 7pm-Mid.
SLO Vets Hall Play Blackjack.
Craps & Roulette $2 to get
in 21 & over please Call
543-9400 for more info.

DATES OF AON
THE HEAT IS ONI
OUR WINTER FORMAL WILL
MELT YOUR HEARTSI
LOOK FORWARD TO A SIZZLING
SATURDAYII
PIKE THANKS GAMMA PHI BETA
AND ALL OTHERS WHO ATTENDED
THE ALL GREEK PARTYI

SigmaNu&Dates

The w h ite Rose formal la here!
The Claremont Hotel await our
arrival for a weekend that we
will never forget!

God’s Love
Doesn’t Take
Sides

THANKS.
to the Pikes and rob for a
meat All Greek party
the Brothers of Lambda Chi
ZETA TAU ALPHA

CHRISTIAN
SCIENCE
LECTURE

Found Bracelet Fri Feb.23
Call 544-7545

APPLE II-I- COMPUTER
MONITOR, 2 DISK DRIVES
PRINTER, TONS OF SOFTWARE.
$465 OBO 542-9509

Lost gold colored tie clip on
Thurs if found call 546-9773

Bargain oak desks.local MFG 2nds
destk$40Hutch30.perfect sets $189
541-1365
COMPUTER WIZARDS-UNIQUE LAPTOP
CASIO COMPUTER WITH TAPE-USED
ONCE'ICALL FOR DETAILS $250
(ORIG $595)773-1615

LOGO DESIGN NEEDED
FOR COMMUNICATIONS FIRM 773-1615
SR PROJECT O R ?

SNOW SKIS 88ELAN OMNI LITES(200cm)
w/637 bindings $200 must aelll
call Steve-542-9568_____________________

WANTED DOA SLALOM SKIIS
approx. 200cm. CALL 546-9194

White hide-a-bed sofa
Great shape! Great price! $125
call 543-9034
ACADEMIC WORD PROCESSING SENIOR
PROJECTS, TERM PAPERS FROM $2PER
double-spaced page MARCY 541-4214
CW LAVELLE SECRETARIAL SERV
WP.SR PROJECTS.DISC 528-5830

1988 YAMAHA RAZZ SCOOTER FOR SALE
$450 OBO. 545-9362, LEAVE Message

Expert word processing & editing
papers & projects Becky.549-0254

^ C B 4 0 0 F PERFECT MECHANICAL,
LOOKS GOOD $650 OBO 549-9436______

FAST QUALITY SERVICE MACINTOSH -►
LASER PRINTER • LAURA-549-8966

Honda Spree Excellent cortoition
New tires and battery $350 obo
Call 544-1782 tor more into.______________

JUST YOUR TYPE. Word processing,
Notary Public Delene 541-3626

YAMAHA RIVA RAZZ-LIKE NEW 2 3K
MILE $450 OBO MIKE 545-8055

KCPR’S
5TH ANNUAL

PROTYPE Call Patty 544-1783
Senior Proj.6 More-Laser Pnnter

GT KARAKORAMK2 MTBIKE EXCEL
COND RIDDEN 2X $500 OBO 489-5228
TREK 360 FOR SALE- 1988 MODEL
Sugino/Suntour Components
carefully maintained, good cond
yellow.fast.turns heads $25 0 /6 0
Jeff- 549-8043 TTH eves or
549-5713 MWF afternoons

igi

Laser Printer/Student Rates/By Appt

SKIS FOR SALE
Blizzard 180 Marker Binding
$85 543-5085

PLEDGEWEEK

LONDON STUDY PARTY
FOR CLASS OF SPRING 1989
Call Gary for details at 542-9815

THE VISITORS- ~
HAVE ARRIVED!
SEE THEM AT THE
CAL POLY THEATRE

8PM MAR T2&3

GET YOUR TICKETS NOW!
DON'T BE A NO SHOW

ALPHA CRISIS PREGNANCY CENTER
24-HR LIFELWE 541-3367
FREE PREGNANCY TEST
■A FRIEND FOR LIFE'
AUSTRAUA STUDY ABROAD 1 or 2 sem
Apply now for Summer or FaN 1990
Internships available.For into on
the BEST Semester Abroad Program
in the Wbrid Call 1-800-245-2575_________

Oakley,Rayban.Vuamet.Bucci.
Sunclood and lots more 10%
off with your student ID card
at the Sm Barn Avila Beach

66~

AmyJulleAnnJessicaJIIIScottChad
DavidEmleBryLainINIckCathy
and Jennifer...
miss you guyal Something la In
the worka. Ca
' « I ua anytimel
Love you, Mary artd Matt

IS GOING ON NOW FEB.25-MAR.4
24HRS A DAY. CALL 544-4640 TO
PLEDGE YOUR DONATION-HELP
SUPPORT YOUR COLLEGE
ALTERNATIVE RADIO STATION

91.3 FM

wifM$r|ooo’s
IN PRIZES!

FMA.SLY 96 KKCB present SLO Vegas
Night Fn March 9 from 7pm-Mid
SLO Vets HaH Plav Blackiack.
Craps & Roulette »2 to get m
21 8 over please Call
543-9400 tor more mto

Games A Comlca- the largest
selection of games for gamers
New comics m every Friday morning.
Games People Play 1060 Broad St.
546-8447

WIN $1,000’s
IN PRIZES!

FMA.SLY 96 KKCB present SLO Vegas
Night Fri March 9 from 7pm-Mid
SLO Vets Hall Play Btackjack.
Craps & Roulette Ì2 to get in
21 & over please. Call
543-9400 for more info.

RmtToShareRmFor$230/mo Or$260For
OwnRm atPkwoodVIg Pool/CvdPk5437899
Shell Beach room plus study plus
bath New house, private lOwn phone
line.cable.laundry $375. 773-1615
WE NEED A ROOM ATE for one bedroom
IN A HOUSE IN LAGUNA LAKE $250
FOR YOUR OWN ROOM Starting Spring
Quarter 541-5521

3 Bedroom 1-3/4 bath house
new appliances and carpeting
2 car garage avail now $950
Farrell Smyth 543-2636
APT FOR RENT.$265/mth Spacious
2bth 2room.Swim pool.Share w/ ;3.
Call Marlowe 707-428-4833________
Classic house available next
quarter! 1 bdr/lbth. Hardwood
floors, close by, $520/mo.
Perfect for two. Call 541-9531

GREAT DEAL

Clean bright condo tor rent
starting now'Short term lease
washer dryer-2bdrm 1 1/2 bath
$750 00 mo.-call Renee S44 -4 3 1 0
SOUTH TAHOE 2bdrm/Condo available
3/35-3/30 Trans to ski lift daily
Maid serv Jacuzzi & workout room
Walk to Casinos Call eves 481-1030

PAPER CHASE WORD PROCESSING
5 YRS EXP CALL KAREN 544-2692

APRIL 4-9

Thura. 3/1,11:20 UU207
ALL WELCOME I

W 'O W ^ O U P

7'8" BILL BARNFIELD GUN-For the
big stuff .Very clean stick.First
$250 takes it. John, 756-1143

LOST CALCULATOR CASIO FX 6O2F
$50 REW4RD CALL 595-7639 FORY

FINAL PAYMENT DUE TODAYI

SKI CLUB

FOUND DOG female Shepard huskie
mix brown in Cedar Creek 546-9083

1977 Firebird V-6 silver $1500
Call 528-3227____________________
GOVERNMENT JOBS $16.040-$59.230/yr
Now Hiring Call (1) 805-687-6000
Ext R-tOOBt for current federal
list.

1982 MAZDA RX7 Great Cond New
tires must sell $3500/obo 7731237

MARKET $99 TWA TICKET VOUCHERS
Student groups & organizations
needed ior fund raisers. Can
714-969-9327

Is It True Jeeps for $44
through the Government? CaH
tor facts' 1-706-742-1142
Ext 6545___________________

Part-time dental office help
sterilizing instruments & stock
ing rooms no experience nec
$4 2 5 ^ Apply m person TuesThurs 8-5 1545 Higuera SLO

Rabbit GTI
1 9 ^ w/SOkrm.sunroof.Stereo,
runs exc frt ferxler cnr>kled
$1300 or b/o 541-3773 Chip

SUMMER JOB IMA.
SAN JUAN ISLANDS
Four WirxJs Camp
lisaching. saikng. canoeing,
tennis.art. ndM>g
Interviews March 8th
Contact the Career Center

82 RED FIREBIRD V8 AT 43K-MILE
EXLNT COND $4990 OBO 541-9273

t RMMT OWN RM W LGNLK HOUSE
CALL 549-6339 S22SMO NO PETS
Female needed to share room
spnng qtr 200/mo 5min walk to
Pofy call 549-9455
_________

Summer management internship
interviews now taking place
Gam valuable experience manag
ing a team of employees.customers
and suppliers Successful appli
cants will undergo extensive
training Average summer earnings
range S6-10.()00 call student
painters' for information
1-800-426-6441

BUYING A HOUSE OR CONDO? for FREE
LIST of ALL Least Expensive Houses
&condos in SLO. call STEVE NELSON
543-8370 & Lv messg Farrel Smyth R/E
WOODBRIOGE CONDOl With rents
going up. this terrific cortoo is
ideal for students, first time
buyers and investors Great
central location & backing on
greenbelt Substantially reduced
to $169.900 James Shammaa Century
21 Ibam 541-1921 or 543-8223

Business
Directory
FREE C H L I DOG
w.'any soft dnnk purchase see
Wienerschnitzel Coupons m the
Mustang Daily

apt <
ApnI-June 230/mo Call 756-4797_________
FEMALE ROOMIE for SPRING QUARTER
SHARE BIG ROOM CLOSE TO POLY
$230 MONTH OBO CALL 541-9103
Female roomie needed tor
Spring Quarter in great house
dose to school call 541-1077________
OWN RM FOR RENT SPR 90
WDSIDE APTS CALL TO at 541-5471
PRICE NEGOTIABLE

WORK STUDY STUDENT NEEDED
Clerical assistant Must be
available for summer INQUIRE
at X2295 ask for Valene

AUTO INSURANCE
Best Rates-AII Types 544-1371

For Any Special Occasion
PACIFIC COAST LIMOUSINE
SLO 541-9201 North County 434-1544

OWN ROOM IN LG HOUSE.FEM.CALL
541-8031 $221 mo APART UTIL W /0 DW

IkfTER I'W OÇjHt WMCmNG
TN. UtU TEU. m WUM TVt

MOM SATS

ïoy swouLD

UGH, I O N d
UKE NATURE

m i . HIM WAT m t w s«Qws

NATCH TV
DOCUMtNTARlCj
AND I SHOOU>

VltRE KBOMT.' S Œ , VIE RE
OOlUG TVItCE AS MVIOI \H M

DUMB BOOK.

BOOK

AAA'BEST PRICED CONDOS & HOMES
LISTED FREE SPECIALIZING IN
STUDENT PARENT INVESTMENTS
INFORMATION PACKET AVAILABLE ON
CAMPUS CALL MARGUERITE
541-3432 CENTURY 21

AHO I 'lL

SAME AMCXmT OT TME !

READ me

PROFESSIONAL
RESUME
WRITING
SERVICE
Effective resumes written by a
marketing communications profes
sional who can capitalize on your
skills and get those interviews!
773-1615

SECOND EDITION COPY CENTER UU
Resumes $19 95 Placemt Center Forms

Ì

CONSHA'S OFFICE SUPPLY
TYPING $1 50 PER PAGE 773-5851
MASTERS TH E S E S - LINDA BLACK
544-1305,466-0687,927-0369
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AN
EMBROIDERY
SERVICE

^

& e r4 0 ñ x U

Computerized embroidery service produces
quaility monograms > names - designs - logos
• Individuals • Teams • Fraternities/Sororities • Clubs •
we have Greek letters
3121-1 S. Higuera
Phone: 543-7243

INTERESTED IN THE FUTURE
POLITICAL AND INTERNATIONAL
ENVIRONMENT OF AGRIBUSINESS?
Don't miss speaker Dan Llano, export sales
manager of Blue Anchor, Inc., speaking on the
export situation in Agribusiness
when: Thursday, March 1st, 7:00pm
where: business bldg., rm. 114
sponsored by:
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS CLUB

!
+
't
. i

WE’RE FILLING UP FAST!

0
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Quake hits Los Angeles area
By Adrian Hodgson
staff Writer

A strong earthquake rolled
through a 200-mile long stretch
of Southern California from San
Diego to Santa Barbara late
Wednesday afternoon.
The 15-second quake struck at
about 3:45 p.m. and was centered
30 miles east of Los Angeles.
Seismologists at Cal Tech and
M enlo P ark m easured the
temblor at 5.5 on the Richter
scale.
“ It hung in there for a good 10
seconds. This has been the
strongest one we’ve felt up here
in a long time,” said Mike Mason
at radio station KSES in the
desert town of Yucca Valley nor
theast of Los Angeles.
Jennifer Deng, a writer for the
UC Riverside school newspaper,
the Highlander, said she had
heard of no injuries or damage to
structures.
“ But people were kind of
freaked about it,” Deng said. “ I

was in class (when the earth
quake struck). The teachers told
us to go under the desks.”
Disneyland and some mobile
homes in Anaheim reportedly
suffered damage, and there were
reports of power failures in
Riverside County.
The quake affected about a
100-mile radius of downtown Los
Angeles and swayed a high-rise
in downtown Las Vegas.
Earth movement was felt as
far away as Barstow and Palm
Springs to the east. It was also
felt in Bakersfield.
Interstate 10 closed for a time
in San Bernadino County after a
rockslide. A six-car accident was
reported on I-10, but no injuries
were reported.
“ It wasn’t that strong here,”
said Scott Paul, who lives in
Reseda, about 15 miles north of
downtown Los Angeles. “ It
lasted for a few seconds. It was
kind of a shake and a little roll,
but it didn’t cause any damage
around here that 1 can see.”

The large quake followed a
smaller temblor that jolted an
area east of Los Angeles at 12:37
p.m. The earlier quake was
centered three miles northwest of
Upland and measured 3.6 on the
Richter scale, authorities said.
Upland is 40 miles east of Los
Angeles, below the San Gabriel
Mountains. Reports of the 12:37
p.m. quake came from La Verne,
La Habra, Chino, Claremont and
San Dimas, spanning an area
from 20 miles to about 40 miles
east of Los Angeles.
The Richter scale is a measure
of ground motion as recorded on
seismographs.
In general, an earthquake of
3.5 on the Richter scale can cause
slight damage in the local area, 4
moderate damage, 5 considerable
damage, 6 severe damage. A 7
reading is a “ major” earthquake,
capable of widespread heavy
damage, as in the October Bay
Area quake.
— AP contributed to this report
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Royal unveiling,,.
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1 Mustang Drive

Art and daaign aanlor
David Oykzaul diaplays
his award-winning Poly
Royal postar for 1990.
Dykzaul uaad bright
blua, yallow, maganta
and
g o ld a n ro d
to
caputura tha mood of
this yaar’a thama, “tha
Innovativa Edga.’’ Tha
poatsr originally was a
projact for an Illustra
tion and design class.
Dykzaul was awarded a
$50 gift cartificata from
a local art store and will
saa his design posted
throughout the stats to
publicize Poly Royal. Po
ly Royal it scheduled for
Friday, April 27, and
Saturday, April 28 and is
sponsored by the Poly
Royal Board of Cal Po
ly’s Associated Studanta Inc.

543-4950

Fast Contacts
for

SLO People
Offering same day replacement on most soft
and gas permeable lenses
For a free consultation with Dr. Schultz,
call or stop by

' k

Oplomctric Services of San Luis Obispo

D avid A. S chultz, O .D .
C o n tact Lenses a n d U n iq u e Eyew ear

778 Marsh Street, SLO
543-5200
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M a rc h 1st, 2 n d , a n d 3 rd

Starts 9:00pm in the Cellar!

H

726 Higuera • San Luis Obispo
541-8688
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